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Supervisors Abet Administrator in
Burying Audit Critical Of ARMC
In one of the final acts of bureaucratic housekeeping at the coun-
ty hospital before a new medical director arrives next month, the
hospital’s administrator prevailed upon the county board of supervi-
sors to ensure that the findings of an internal audit of hospital oper-
ations remains beyond the scrutiny of the public and taxpayers.
Moreover, the manner in which the item was presented limits the
likelihood that the supervisors themselves will review the audit.
Patrick Petre, the director of San Bernardino County’s
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, cited a section of the state evi-
dence code to keep under wraps a recently completed audit of the
hospital’s operations that was reviewed by a handful of county
employees who serve as a liaison between the hospital’s medical
staff and the board of supervisors. The board voted unanimously to
comply with Petre’s request. That action came less than three weeks
before Dr. Richard Pitts will assume the position of the hospital’s
medical director on Sept. 9.
A cloud has hung over the county hospital since February 2010,
when California state and federal investigators began looking into
alleged irregularities at the institution, including faulty diagnoses
that led to the deaths or permanent injuries of patients; billing fraud
with regard to descriptions of services rendered; a fiduciary conflict
of interest in which the hospital’s former medical director, Dr. Dev
GnanaDev, owned the medical corporation, Arrowhead Regional
Surgical Group, Inc., which had an exclusive contract for the provi-
sion of certain surgical procedures at the hospital; the hospital’s
alleged free provision of off-the- continued on page 21
TWO New Medicare
Taxes in 2013
Bruce Legawiec,
Osborne Rincon CPAs
Now that we are past the
midway point for 2013 it is a
good time to review and update
tax planning for the balance of
this year. There are two new
taxes in 2013 that are intended
to help support Medicare. Both
taxes apply to “high income”
earners only.
Medicare Tax on Wages
There is a new 0.9%
Medicare tax on wages and self-
employment tax in excess of
$200,000. (The amounts are
$250,000 for couples filing a
joint tax return and $125,000 if
married and filing separately).
The additional tax is subject to
estimated tax rules and must be
withheld by the employer once
the $200,000 threshold is met.
Medical Tax on Net
Investment Income
This is a more complex
computation and the tax rate is
continued on page 33
Supervisor Benoit
Condemns
Elimination of
Enterprise Zones
Gov. Brown’s decision to
sign legislation eliminating
California’s Enterprise Zone
program will kill jobs and likely
chase away businesses in the
Coachella Valley’s poorest com-
munities, said Supervisor John
J. Benoit.
“The Enterprise Zone
reached out to businesses and
made it easy for them to under-
stand and utilize these incen-
tives. It was an economic
development tool we promoted
to bring jobs to areas with high
rates of poverty and unemploy-
ment,” said Supervisor Benoit,
who is a member of the
Coachella Valley Enterprise
Zone Authority.
continued on page 22
John J. Benoit
Associa’s Desert Resort Management
Announces Client Additions
Desert Resort Management, an Associa company, proudly
announces it has been named the management company for Canyon
Estates, Biarritz Palm Springs and Mountain Villas.
“We are thrilled to be named the new management company for
these unique communities,” said Mark Dodge, president and CEO
of Desert Resort Management. “We look forward to working with
the board of directors to ensure an unsurpassed level of association
management services that benefit these communities.”
DRM will provide full management services, including finan-
cial, community management, communications, record-keeping
and administrative services to the following communities:
Canyon Estates: Canyon Estates boasts 254 homes located in
the beautiful and classic Indian Canyon section of Palm Springs.
This mid-Century modern community is known for its beautiful
clubhouse, stunning mountain views, executive golf course and
proximity to all that Palm Springs can offer. Canyon Estates will
be managed by a full-time manager in Jacque Wright. She is
joined by an assistant and full-time maintenance employee.
Biarritz Palm Springs: Another venerable Palm Springs com-
munity, Biarritz Palm Springs consists of three story-buildings with
elevators comprising 110 condos. continued on page 7
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FINANCIAL COLUMN
College Graduates: Six Financial
Survival Tips for the Working World
By William J. “Bill” Cortus
Despite a turbulent job market and economy, if you are a recent
college graduate, there is much to be optimistic about as you leave
campus and head out into the real world. No one ever said life on
your own would be easy, but post-graduate financial bliss can be a
reality. These six tips from Thrivent Financial offers a starting point
for recent graduates who are ready to put their education to work for
a secure financial future.
Get real about your paycheck
Compared to the minimum wage jobs you survived on through
college, the annual earnings at your first post-graduate job may give
you dollar-sign eyes. Don’t be fooled though; after taxes, benefits,
living expenses and student loan payments, your remaining monthly
spending money could amount to less than half of your gross income.
Being realistic about your paycheck doesn't mean you can’t have any
fun, though. That new car may have to wait a while, but with smart
budgeting you can still enjoy the finer things in life with a clear con-
science.
Your credit score matters
Thought you were done worrying about test scores? Think again.
Whether you want to get an apartment, mortgage, car or a new job,
your credit score says a lot about you and can make or break these
important steps. Free credit reports are available at www.annualcred-
itreport.com, and for a small fee you can also obtain your credit
score. Examine your report regularly for accuracy, and pay off any
existing credit card debt as soon as possible. Credit card interest is
wasted money, and outstanding debt can hurt your credit score.
Look out for number one
After expenses and taxes, your paycheck may look too slim for
comfort, but protecting your assets, health and income is worth the
additional cost. If you have an apartment, renter’s insurance is a rel-
atively inexpensive way to protect your possessions. Health insur-
ance is also a must, whether you get it through your employer or stay
on your parents’ plan. Your paycheck is worth protecting, too.
Disability income insurance is not just for those with physically
demanding jobs, as most beneficiaries are on disability from illness,
not injury. Preparation for the unexpected comes at a small price con-
sidering the costs associated with the alternative.
Save for the fun stuff
Again, being responsible with your finances doesn’t mean you
can’t have any fun. You have worked hard to start your career, and
deserve to reward yourself. The best way to spend smartly is simply
to spend less than you have. Diligent saving allows for the occasion-
al splurge without having to feel guilty or anxious about your deci-
sion to spend. Consider directly depositing a certain amount from
your paycheck into a savings account for a “fun fund.”
Save for the grown-up stuff, too
Your parents’ nagging may start to quiet now that you’ve gradu-
ated, but their retirement planning advice is worth listening to. Start
investing now, you won’t regret it. As you barely scratch the surface
of your career, retirement seems a continued on page 20
Boomer Women are the Boomers
For years, marketers who recognized the value of the female con-
sumer have jumped on the bandwagon and almost exclusively target-
ed one particular subset: moms. More often than not, this wildly
oversimplified category has been painted as the harassed, minivan
driving soccer mom with 2.5 children ages 2-6.
But by doing so, marketers are missing the biggest, richest mar-
ket of today and for the foreseeable future: Boomer women. Boomer
women have bucks. Lots and lots of bucks. So much that they con-
trol more than half of the nation’s discretionary income and three-
fourths of the country’s financial wealth.
The youngest of these super consumers are turning 50 this year,
and over the next two decades their ranks will swell with the force of
a tsunami. In the meantime, the number of consumers under 50
(including the aforementioned younger moms) will decline.
So the question remains: Why do marketers continue to ignore
boomer women?
Not Your Grandmother’s Boomer
Today’s economic reality is most greatly influenced by the 40
million women born between 1946 and 1964. These women make up
the population segment commonly referred to as “Boomer
Women”—born during the Baby Boom following WWII. Today,
these women are the healthiest, wealthiest, and most influential gen-
eration of women in our history.
These women are not your grandmother. Today’s Boomer women
are vibrant and young. They are more media savvy and financially
independent than their predecessors. As a reference, Michelle
Pfeiffer, Heather Locklear, Christie Brinkley are all Boomers—not
exactly “grandmotherly.”
For most Boomer women, turning 50 is a door opener—a mean-
ingful shift from “mom” mode to “me” mode, and rather than resting
on their many accomplishments, women of this generation are invest-
ing in their future, giving back, starting businesses, returning to col-
lege and exploring the world. Best of all, they have the drive and the
financial security to do all of this and more.
Boomer women are not only substantive in numbers, but also the
most affluent generation of consumers in history and will hold that
purchasing power title for the next 20 years. These power players are
highly educated, high income earners and make 85% of all purchas-
ing decisions for their households. Additionally, they will control
more than three-fourths of our nation’s wealth as they inherit from
parents and partners.
Make Your Reservations Now!
‘Welcome Back Fall’ Mixer—Tuesday, Sept. 17th, 2013
Please join us for PSWIFT’s Welcome Back Fall 2013 Mixer from 5:00
pm to 7:00 pm on Tuesday, Sept. 17th at the PALM SPRINGS FILM FACTO-
RY ("PSFF").
Catered by Ruth's Chris Steak House, tickets are $15 for members and
$25 for non-members. With 7,500 feet of stage available for television/film
and commercial production, PSFF fills a much needed place in our valley's
production and artistic needs.
PSFF provides equipment rentals, full production crews, post-production
facilities, and full green-screen capabilities. The production facility was built
for multi-purpose use, including live performances, industry classes, demon-
strations, and screenings.
Come discover all that is happening at the PALM SPRINGS FILM FAC-
TORY located at 31-385 Plantation, Thousand Palms , CA 92276. We look for-
ward to seeing you there!!
For further information, please contact Jade Flynn at office@pswift.org
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Quotations on “Obstacles”
The block of granite which was an obstacle in the path of the weak,
becomes a steppingstone in the path of the strong.
Thomas Carlyle
If you find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn’t lead anywhere.
Frank A. Clark
Braving obstacles and hardships is nobler than retreat to tranquility. The
butterfly that hovers around the lamp until it dies is more admirable than the
mole that lives in the dark tunnel.
Kahlil Gibran
It is interesting to notice how some minds seem almost to create themselves,
springing up under every disadvantage and working their
solitary but irresistible way through a thousand obstacles.
Washington Irving
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Buying Out Your Partner
MMS, Inc., a computer service business, had survived recent
industry turbulence through the persistent efforts of its owners, Ralph
McMillan and Janet Shaw. In fact, MMS had enjoyed good cash flow
for the past three years and its future looked rosy. Successfully meet-
ing these challenges made Ralph (age 59) more anxious than ever to
leave the business and Janet (age 48) more than ready for Ralph to
leave. But neither owner had a clear idea of how to proceed, who to
ask for guidance or even how to take the first step.
Janet and Ralph had to find the starting line before they could run
the course to the successful dissolution of their partnership.
Ralph’s Tasks
First, Ralph must assess his income needs and timing of his exit.
He must determine how much of the purchase price he needs (or
wants) on the day he leaves and how much he is willing to receive
after he leaves (a Retirement Needs analysis). This is a very different
question from how much his interest is worth yet the questions are
related because the cash Ralph needs must be attainable from the sale
of his interest.
Second, Ralph must obtain an independent valuation of his own-
ership interest.
Note: Ralph is unwilling to leave unless he exits with full value
for his ownership interest (hence the need for the valuation) and
unless that value is enough to meet his retirement needs (hence the
need for a retirement income needs analysis).
Janet’s Tasks
Janet wants to balance the risk/liability she and the business will
assume in Ralph’s buy-out with the opportunity for continued growth
in the value of business interest. Since Janet is likely to be unwilling
to buy Ralph’s interest—if doing so puts her (or the business) at too
great a financial risk—she must secure a professional’s projection of
the company’s future cash flow.
This cash flow projection with enable Janet to determine if the
business will likely have enough cash flow (after Ralph leaves) to
finance the purchase of Ralph’s interest without stifling the growth
and prosperity of the business.
Ralph’s Exit Plan Design
Ralph’s Exit Plan should be designed to:
• Use the available cash flow in the most tax-efficient manner
possible.
• Plan the long-term ownership structure of the company.
For example, after Ralph is gone, what does Janet (the remaining
owner) intend to do with the business? Does it not make sense to con-
sider her future exit when Ralph’s exit is being designed and imple-
mented?
Ralph’s Alternatives
As Ralph contemplates his exit, perhaps Janet should consider:
1. Selling all of the ownership to an outside party. To do so, the
business must be marketable and Janet (and perhaps even Ralph) may
need to remain for a year or more after the sale. In this scenario,
Ralph has a better chance of receiving at least the bulk of the pur-
chase price.
2. Selling Ralph’s interest to key (or all) employees. This strat-
egy depends on the existence of motivated management willing to
assume ownership. Often, a partial sale to a younger management
group (keeping control firmly in the hands of the remaining principal
owner) makes great sense. This strategy starts to pave the way for the
eventual sale of the remaining owner’s interest to this group, can be
a great motivation tool and handcuffs this management team to busi-
ness.
3. Selling all (or just Ralph’s interest) to an Employee Stock
Ownership Plan (ESOP). This continued on page 33
REAL ESTATE NOTES
CHINESE PRIVATE INVESTOR SPENDS NEARLY $18
MILLION ON REDLANDS RETAIL ASSET
In a recent retail buy from Riverside County, a Chinese private
investor paid $17.7 million for a 97k square foot ($182/sf) portion of
the Pavilion at Redlands shopping center in Redlands. The property,
situated on 7.92 acres at 2054-1094 Redlands Boulevard, east of
Tennessee Street and just south of I-10, was sold by an affiliate of
Foothill Village Property LP. The portion of the property that sold
includes a 52.9k-square-foot Food 4 Less along with roughly 20
smaller retailers as well, including: Payless Shoe Source, Verizon,
GameStop, Little Ceasers, Metro PCS, H&R Block and Supercuts.
The property is currently 99% leased.
Senior Vice President Dennis Zhang with CBRE represented the
buyer in the transaction. According to Zhang, the buyer paid all-cash
for the transaction and anticipated a very short escrow. The transac-
tion remained in escrow for 30 days before closing. “My client was
drawn to the property because it’s a stable investment,” notes Zhang.
“It has 99% occupancy with a low market vacancy rate compared to
similar assets in the area. There are currently not many opportunities
like this on the market.”
SOCAL INVESTORS TRADE 347-UNIT RIALTO
APARTMENT COMMUNITY
Orchard Heights, a 347-unit apartment community in the city of
Rialto, recently traded hands at a price of $26.1 million, or
$75.2k/unit. The property is located at 200 South Linden Avenue,
south of Arrow Boulevard and west of Cedar Avenue. Built in 1989,
the two-story community offers one-, two- and three-bedroom floor
plans that have been recently renovated. Apartment amenities include
upgraded brushed nickel fixtures, central air and heat and balconies
in select units. The community amenities include laundry facility,
swimming pool, spas, fitness center, playground, clubhouse and con-
trolled access gate.
Orchard Heights is located in the city of Rialto. Residents can
easily access Interstates 10 and 210 from the apartment community,
providing direct access to Interstate 15 and the surrounding commu-
nities in the Inland Empire. Rialto has become a logistics hub for
many national companies with regional distribution facilities in the
city, including FedEx Ground, Staples, Target and Toy ‘R’ Us. Alex
Mogharebi represented both the buyer, Harvest Glen LP of Santa
Monica, and the seller, Beverly Hills-based Meadowland AVF IV LP.
Mogharebi noted that the asset represented a great value on a per-unit
and per-square foot basis, while generating good cash flow. During
the second quarter of 2013, metrowide vacancy increased to 6.7%
from 6%. Asking rents rose 1.2% year over year to $942 per month.
NEW 298-UNIT ONTARIO RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT TO GET UNDERWAY IN EARLY 2014
Here’s the scoop on a major development set to get underway in
Ontario in early 2014. The Picerne Group has announced plans for a
Class A, 298-unit apartment community at East 4th Street and Haven
Avenue. The highly desirable location offers easy access to employ-
ment, transportation, recreation and entertainment options.
The community, to be built on 11.29 acres of currently vacant
land, is less than three miles from Ontario International Airport,
Ontario Mills® outlet mall with 200+ stores and Citizens Business
Bank Arena, the largest and most modern sports venue in the Inland
Empire. It also offers convenient continued on page 14
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MANAGEMENT
Are You Creating a Culture of Exile?
Five Warning Signs Your Employees May Lack a Vital Sense of Belonging
When employees feel they belong, they’ll give you their all. When they don’t, well, you’ll get only crumbs.
Christine Comaford explains why belonging is such a powerful human drive and offers tips
on what you can do to foster it.
Consider the power of
belonging. Adolescents will
change their speech, dress, and
behavior to “fit in” with their
peer groups. Inner city teens
will commit crimes—including
murder—for the privilege of
wearing gang colors. Adults,
too, gain much of their identity
from the neighborhoods they
live in, the churches they attend,
the political parties they align
with. Yes, belonging to “the
tribe” is a human need we never
grow out of—yet Christine
Comaford says most leaders
neglect it in the workplace.
“Many companies have
fostered cultures of exile,” says
Comaford, author of the New
York Times best-seller
“SmartTribes: How Teams
Become Brilliant Together.”
“No one is purposely making
people feel they don’t belong,
but they’re also not proactively
making them feel they do—and
that’s a huge, huge mistake.”
Belonging, along with
safety and mattering, is a basic
human drive. After food-water-
shelter needs have been met, we
must feel that we’re safe, that
we matter, and that we belong.
If not, we can’t seek self-actual-
ization, or as Comaford calls it
“being in our Smart State”—
meaning we can’t perform,
innovate, collaborate, or do any
of the other things it takes to
survive in our global economy.
“This is Maslow 101,”
says Comaford. “Exile is a
deep-rooted, very primal fear.
The way our critter brain sees it
is: ‘If I’m not part of the tribe,
then I must not matter and I’m
surely not safe. A lion is going
to eat me. My only goal right
now is survival so I am going to
do and say whatever will keep
me safe.’” 
When employees feel this
way, they hide out, procrasti-
nate, or say what the boss wants
to hear instead of what she
needs to hear. Such behaviors
are devastating for business.
When they occur chronically,
not only will your company be
unable to move forward and
grow, it may flounder and fail.
No wonder Comaford’s
business—teaching leaders neu-
roscience tactics that get teams
unstuck, out of their “Critter
State” and into their “Smart
State”—is booming. (“I regu-
larly see clients who master
these techniques and quickly
see their revenues and profits
increase by up to 200 percent
annually,” she notes.)
“People will never speak
up and say they feel they don’t
belong,” she says. “It’s just too
scary. It’s up to you as the
leader to diagnose the problem
and take steps to fix it.”
Here are several red flags
that indicate you may be foster-
ing a culture of exile:
• Certain people get
preferential treatment. Maybe
there are different sets of rules
for different employees:
“exempt” people and “non-
exempt” people. (Many compa-
nies harbor “Untouchables”—
people who were hired and
most likely over-promoted
because they are related to (or
friends with) someone in
power). Or maybe the CEO
always plays golf with Drew
and Tom, but not Greg and
Alan.
“Preferential treatment is a
leadership behavior and it’s
extremely damaging,” says
Comaford. “It’s a major culprit
in making people feel exiled. I
counsel companies who have
this problem to include it in
their Leadership Code of
Conduct and insist that all lead-
ers adhere to it.”
• Cliques and inside
jokes flourish. Sure, we all
“click” with certain people
more readily than we do with
others. That’s only natural. But
if you notice some employees
seem to be regularly excluding
others—maybe members of a
certain department socialize
after work but one or two peo-
ple are not invited—take it seri-
ously, advises Comaford. Those
who are left out know it…and it
doesn’t feel good.
“It’s amazing how little dif-
ference there can be between
high school dynamics and
workplace dynamics,” she says.
“And while leaders can’t (and
shouldn’t) interfere with friend-
ships between employees, they
can set an example of inclusion.
They can have frank discus-
sions on the hurtfulness of mak-
ing someone feel exiled. They
can hold fun workplace events
and celebrations to strengthen
bonds between all coworkers.
“The point is, it’s worth
making an effort to help every-
one feel they belong,” she adds.
“Generally leaders do set the
tone, so when you focus on
belonging, everyone will.”
• There are obvious and
visible signs of hierarchy. At
some companies there’s a stark
division—maybe even a
chasm—between, say, the exec-
utive suite and the hourly work-
ers. The white-collar guys are
on a higher floor with nicer fur-
niture, while the blue-collar
guys are lucky if the bathroom
is maintained. To many people
this may seem like the natural
order of things—but Comaford
says this attitude is precisely the
problem.
“Is it really a good idea for
the physical workplace to say,
‘We’re in the gated community
while you’re in the trailer
park’?” asks Comaford.
“Leaders may not think of it
that way but, believe me, those
under them do. In my work I see
a lot of tension between white-
collar workers and union work-
ers—there’s this pervasive atti-
tude that because the union
guys don’t have the same level
of education they can’t be part
of the tribe.”
(Comaford notes that when
her company launches innova-
tion initiatives with clients, she
finds it’s the union employees
on the manufacturing line who
often have the best ideas for
streamlining production and
boosting quality. It’s just that no
one has ever looped them in on
initiatives before—and there-
fore they don’t feel like part of
the tribe!)
“I know, I know: This is a
huge, messy, sensitive topic,”
she adds. “But what belonging
really means is everyone is
equal and marching forward
together. We really need to do
all we can to work toward this
goal, and getting rid of some of
the symbols of divisiveness
would be a good start.”
• Entrenched silos lead
to information withholding
and turf wars. Of course,
departments are, by definition,
different from each other. Still,
they needn’t be alienated from
each other. Comaford says it’s
possible for departments to be
“different” in a healthy way—
IT is a band of cool pirates,
while salespeople are wild and
crazy cowboys and cowgirls out
there on the range—while still
marching forward together.
“It’s okay for groups to have
continued on page 32
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Biarritz was originally built as
a “weekend getaway” with the
location being very close to old
Palm Springs. Loni Peterson
will serve as the new manager.
Mountain Villas: This 68-
home condominium communi-
ty in Palm Desert backs up to
fellow DRM-managed client,
La Rocca. Jerry Cavoretto will
be the manager of this commu-
nity.
Desert Resort Management
provides community associa-
tion management and develop-
er services to the Coachella
Valley including Palm Springs,
Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert,
Indio and La Quinta. Since
1979, its sole focus has been to
deliver performance that
enriches communities and
enhances the lives of the people
it serves. To learn more visit
www.drminternet.com.  
Building successful commu-
nities for more than 30 years,
Associa is North America’s
largest community association
management firm and serves its
clients with local knowledge,
national resources and compre-
hensive expertise. Based in
Dallas, Associa and its 8,000
employees operate more than
150 branch offices in the U.S.,
Mexico and Canada. To learn
more about Associa and its
charitable organization,
Associa Cares, go to www.asso-
ciaonline.com and www.associ-
acares.com.
Associa’s Desert...
continued from pg. 1
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STOCK CHART
Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial adviso-
ry organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is
intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.
Five Most Active Stocks
Advances 3
Declines 2
Unchanged 0
New Highs 2
New Lows 0
Monthly Summary
8/21/13
American States Water Company (H)
CVB Financial Corp. (H)
Monster Beverage Corporation 
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc. 
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc. 
Monster Beverage Corporation 22,836,400 
CVB Financial Corp. 8,265,440 
American States Water Company 1,776,080 
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc. 837,060 
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc. 156,700 
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 33,871,680 
Ticker 8/21/13 7/31/13 %Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Current P/E Exchange
Close Price Open Price Month High Low Ratio
AWR
CVBF
MNST
SMPL
PROV
54.92 64.22 (14.5) 66.17 40.64 18.1 NYSE
13.20 13.09 0.8 13.76 9.43 17.9 NASDAQGS
58.99 60.99 (3.3) 66.12 39.99 32.1 NASDAQGS
14.85 14.81 0.3 15.69 13.50 19.5 NASDAQGS
18.06 17.50 3.2 19.69 12.74 7.6 NASDAQGS
September 2013
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) -
Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not
Meaningful
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc.  18.06 17.50 0.56 3.2%
CVB Financial Corp. (H) 13.20 13.09 0.11 0.8%
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc.  14.85 14.81 0.04 0.3%
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
American States Water Company (H) 54.92 64.22 -9.30 -14.5%
Monster Beverage Corporation  58.99 60.99 -2.00 -3.3%
THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage
How Medicare Covers
Ambulance Services
By David Sayen
I certainly hope you never need an ambulance, but at some
point you may have to take one during a medical emergency.
If you have Original Medicare, your Part B (medical insur-
ance) covers ambulance services to or from a hospital, critical-
access hospital, or skilled nursing facility only when other
transportation could endanger your health.
In some cases, Medicare may cover ambulance services
from your home or a medical facility to get care for a health
condition that requires you to be transported only by ambu-
lance. Medicare may also cover ambulance services to or from
a dialysis facility if you have End-Stage Renal Disease and
other transportation could jeopardize your health.
Emergency ambulance transportation is provided after
you’ve had a sudden medical emergency and every second
counts to prevent your health from getting worse. Here are
some examples of when Medicare might cover emergency
ambulance transportation:
• You’re in severe pain, bleeding, in shock, or uncon-
scious;
• You need oxygen or other skilled medical treatment dur-
ing transportation.
Medicare will only cover ambulance services to the nearest
appropriate medical facility that’s able to give you the care you
need. If you choose to be transported to a facility farther away,
Medicare’s payment will be based on the charge to the closest
appropriate facility. If no local facilities are able to give you
the care you need, Medicare will help pay for transportation to
the nearest facility outside your local area that’s able to give
you the care you need.
Medicare may pay for an air ambulance (airplane or heli-
copter) if your condition requires continued on page 38
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MARKETING
The Most Rewarding Marketing Mistake I Ever Made
By Marsha Friedman
Recently, a colleague asked
me, “What was the most
rewarding mistake you ever
made in business?”
It’s a great question, and I
quickly had an answer for him
because it was an incredibly
painful mistake. However, it
proved to be an invaluable les-
son that has served me well in
the years since. I’m sharing so
perhaps you can learn it the
easy way.
The lesson: Don’t ever stop
marketing because you think
you’ve reached the point where
you don’t need to. And, second-
arily, believe the old adage that
warns, “Don’t put all your eggs
into one basket.”
There’s a story, of course!
Years ago, my public rela-
tions company connected with a
large publishing house that
served many prestigious
authors. The first few of its
authors we accepted as clients
had such successful campaigns,
we quickly became the publici-
ty firm of record for this pub-
lisher. I thought we’d tapped the
mother load! The publisher kept
a steady stream of clients flow-
ing to us, and eventually, they
became about 80 percent of our
business.
We were so focused on
delivering for these authors that
we became much less focused
on getting our company name
out to prospective new clients.
We slowly stopped marketing.
Our newsletters ground to a
halt. We didn’t waste time net-
working. We quit our efforts to
get the same publicity for our
company that we get for clients.
Why bother? We didn’t need
new clients!
We had a whole basket full
of beautiful perfect eggs and we
were happily skipping along
with it.
And then … it broke.
The publisher ran into some
serious problems with its
investors and the business came
crashing down. And guess who
almost went with it?
Our eggs were cooked.
Faced with only a few
clients and no prospects, we got
busy fast and cranked up the
marketing department (me!)
again. It took awhile to regain
the momentum we’d lost but,
thankfully, we had a side busi-
ness that could help pay the
bills in the interim. Slowly but
surely (this was before the age
of social media, which really
speeds things up), we built up a
new list of prospects and
clients—only this time from a
diverse array of sources.
It was a terrible but power-
ful experience that demonstrat-
ed very clearly: No matter how
great things seem to be going,
you never stop marketing. It
needs to be a constant hum
because if that hum stops, you
know there will be a big prob-
lem ahead.
I stopped marketing because
I thought I had all the clients I
needed. Over the years I’ve
seen others make the same mis-
take but for different reasons.
Here are a few:
One great publicity hit is a
really bad reason to stop mar-
keting. I’ve talked to people
who believed if we could just
get them on “The Oprah
Winfrey Show” (before 2011)
or “The Ellen DeGeneres
Show,” that was all they’d need.
They’d be done. Yes, a big
national show can give you a
tremendous launch, but you
won’t keep soaring unless you
do something to stay in the pub-
lic eye. I guarantee you, there
are plenty of people you never
heard of who got their “big
break” and then disappeared
because they stopped market-
ing.
Most of us won’t get those
huge hits—and that’s not a rea-
son to stop, either. I haven’t
been on “Oprah” but I often
hear from prospective clients
that I or my business was rec-
ommended to them by someone
I’ve never met and don’t know.
That’s what good, sustained
marketing does. It may not
always create fireworks, but
that doesn’t mean it’s not work-
ing for you.
Yesterday’s story is old
news. Look for fresh new ways
to stay in the public eye. The
publicity you get today can con-
tinue to work for you online,
but eventually, it’s going to be
old news. We encourage our
clients to post links to their pub-
licity on their websites; it shows
visitors that they have credibili-
ty with the media. But if those
visitors see only publicity and
testimonials that are five or 10
years old, they’re going to won-
der why no one’s been interest-
ed in you more recently.
Just as I put all my eggs in
continued on page 33
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Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
Ranked by Number of Rooms
Hotel # of Rooms Total Meeting Max. Sq. Ft. Rate Range Amenities Top Local Executive
Address # of Suites Sq. Ft. Exhibit Area (May be Title
City, State, Zip Largest Group Seasonal) Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address
La Quinta Resort & Club 1,050 66,000 1,700 $225-3,250 B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L, Paul Zherrett
1. 49-499 Eisenhower Dr. 117 1,800 N,OC,P,R,RS,S,SR,ST,T,W General Manager
La Quinta, CA 92253 (760) 564-4111/777-5806
www.laquintaresort.com
Marriott’s Desert Springs Resort & Spa 884 53,000 24,816 $175-495 B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS, Ken Schwartz
2. 74855 Country Club Dr. 51 3,050 H,I,L,N,P,R,T,W General Manager
Palm Desert, CA 92260 (760) 341-2211/341-1739
www.desertspringsresort.com
Renaissance Esmeralda Resort 560 52,000 16,500 $139-399 B, C, R,F,FP,G,GS, Tim Sullivan
3. 44-400 Indian Wells Ln. 22 2,000 H,I,L,N,P,R,T,W General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210-9971 (760) 773-4444/836-1287
tim.m.sullivan@marriott.com
Pechanga Resort and Casino 522 40,000 43,000 $109-469 B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L, Rudy Prito
4. 45000 Pechanga Pkwy. 85 2,000 N,P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,W General Manager
Temecula, CA 92592 (951) 587-0484/695-7410
www.pechanga.com
Hyatt Grand Champions Resort 480 100,000 20,000 $89-1,600 B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H Doug Sears
5. 44600 Indian Wells Ln. 54 2,500 I,L,N,P,R,T,W General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 (760) 341-1000/674-4382
www.hyattgrandchampions.com
Westin Mission Hills Resort 472 65,000 17,325 $99-349 B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L,N,OC, Ross Meridith
6. 71333 Dinah Shore Dr. 40 1,500 *May be Seasonal P,R,RS,S,SA,ST,T,W General Manager
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 (760) 328-5955/770-2138
www.westin.com
DoubleTree Hotel Ontario 463 25,000 12,800 $89-209 B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L, Bassam Shahin
7. 222 N. Vineyard Ave. 21 2,000 N,OC,P,R,RSS,SD,ST,W,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 937-0900/937-0999
bassam_shahin@hilton.com
Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa 450 41,000 12,900 $99-350 B,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I, April Shut
8. 41000 Bob Hope Dr. 22 1,950 L,N,P,R,T,W,C General Manager
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 (760) 568-2727/568-5845
ashut@rancholaspalmas.com
Palm Springs Riviera Resort 439 50,000 19,670 N/A B,C,F,FP,GS,H,I,L, Marco Perry
9. 1600 North Indian Canyon Dr. 36 1,000 88  8x10’s N,OC,P,R,RS,T,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262-4602 (760) 327-8311/325-8572
www.psriviera.com
Palm Springs Renaissance 410 30,000 12,571 $119-249 C,CR,F,FP,GS, Martin Greenwood
10. 888 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way 158 2,000 H,I,L,N,P,R,W,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 322-6000/416-2900
www.wyndham.com
Agua Caliente Casino Resort USA 340 15,000 5,635 $89.00 B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I, Brian Hansberry
11. 32-250 Bob Hope Dr. 26 900 P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,SR,ST,W General Manager
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 (760) 321-2000/202-2128
www.hotwatercasino.com
Ontario Airport Hotel 309 15,685 5,300 $99-299 BS,C,CB,CR,F,FP,G,GS, Randy Hulce
12. 700 N. Haven Ave. 14 760 2,430 H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,S,SA,W,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 980-0400/941-6781
Ontario Airport Raddison 299 22,000 5,900 $79-299 B,C,CR,F,FP, Charlie Prentice
13. 2200 E. Holt Blvd. 6 550 GS,H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,S, General Manager
Ontario, CA 91761 SA,SD,T,W,X (909) 975-5000/975-5051
cprentice@sunstonehotels.com
Riverside Marriott 292 14,408 3,600 $149 and up B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N, Keith Johnson
14. 3400 Market St. 24 300 (Banquet) OC,P,R,RS,SD,ST,W,X General Manager
Riverside, CA 92501 500 (Theater Style) (951) 786-7108/369-7127
Doral Palm Desert Princess Resort 285 18,000 18,000 $89-235 C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H, Greg Kibbler
15. 67967 Vista Chino 13 740 I,L,N,P,R,T,W,X General Manager
Cathedral City, CA 92234 (760) 322-7000/322-6853
www.doralpalmsprings.com
Palm Springs Hilton Resort 260 15,000 10,000 $81-325 C,CR,FP,GS,H,I,L,F, Aftab Dada
16. 400 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way 71 700 N,P,R,T,W,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 320-6868/320-2126
www.hilton.com
Hilton San Bernardino 251 13,000 5,000 $110-275 P,GS,R,W,H,RS,CR,I,S,X,L,N,SD, Tim Jenkins
17. 285 E. Hospitality Ln. 12 600 FP, Mini Refrigerators General Manager
San Bernardino, CA 92408 comp. a.m. coffee in lobby (909) 889-0133/381-4299
www.sanbernardino.hilton.com
Mission Inn Hotel & Spa 239 17,000 N/A $190-1,400 B,C,CR,F,GS, Dianna Rurosure
18. 3649 Mission Inn Ave. 29 240 I,R,L,H,N,P, General Manager
Riverside, CA 92501 W,X,RS,S,SD,ST (951) 784-0300/782-7197
drurosure@missioninn.com
continued on page. 29
B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=Non-
Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
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Driving Attendance
Insider tips for getting strong attendee turnout at your next event
By Eric Anderson
Meeting planners face many
of the same tests as other event
coordinators in a rebounding
economy, with one major addi-
tional challenge: They must
attract members who aren’t nec-
essarily required to attend the
group’s annual conference and
other functions.
Because of this key differ-
ence and the challenging finan-
cial landscape, it’s now more
important than ever to showcase
the value an upcoming meeting
can provide attendees, well
before it even takes place.
Thankfully, association
planners have some useful mar-
keting tools on their side—in
the form of new database tech-
nology and social media.
These generally cost-effective
tools, combined with more tra-
ditional methods, can go a long
way in expressing the impor-
tance of attending a face-to-face
event.
Here is a breakdown of
some key attendance-driving
factors, with input from associ-
ation professionals Allison
Fitch-Markham, marketing
director for the conventions
division of the National
Association of Realtors (NAR),
and Mary Mackay, marketing
director for the American
Library Association (ALA).
Marketing
The successful marketing of
any association meeting comes
down to one key factor; explain-
ing the benefit to the attendee of
spending the time and money to
attend an event—while leaving
other important work-related
duties behind.
“One big challenge is just
stressing the value of face-to-
face meetings, particularly in an
online-driven generation,”
Fitch-Markham says. “We
often use data to back up the
value of our events.”
During the past five years
since the NAR started tracking
data, it discovered regular event
attendees reported making dou-
ble the amount of income from
real estate when compared to
non-attending members of the
association. Fitch-Markham
also notes that her group active-
ly mines and searches for other
information on its members to
help with promotion efforts.
“We’re fortunate in that
we’re a membership associa-
tion, so we have a lot of data on
our members,” she says. “That
sounds kind of creepy, but just
by using their membership I.D.
number we can mine the data-
base to look for patterns to use
in our marketing promotions.”
Sure, data mining sounds
great in theory, but what if your
group doesn’t have all of the
resources of a huge organization
like the NAR?
The American Library
Association (ALA) is familiar
with budget cuts among its
members, as many libraries are
government-funded and often
compete with other digital
providers of information for
business.
“Budgets are obviously an
issue, and many of our members
either subsidize or pay for atten-
dance out of their own pockets,”
Mary Mackay says. “We are
working to help show members
why they’ll be more useful to
their institution after attending a
conference and offer materials
on our website to help them put
together a strong case for it.
Those materials include a
budget spreadsheet and feed-
back from attendees of previous
conferences.”
Site Selection/Location
The long-held mantra of a
real estate agent is “location,
location, location,” and while
it’s a bit clichéd at this point, it
holds true for an association
planner as well.
Fitch-Markham notes that
while the annual REALTORS
Conference & Expo is limited in
where it can be held due to its
larger size (attendance has
stayed within a range of 16,000
to 30,000 attendees on average
since 1998), location is still a
very important factor in
whether someone decides to
attend the event.
“People are ultimately look-
ing for a great experience and
certainly a city is part of that
experience, but moving around
also helps,” she says. “For
example, we did San Diego a
few years ago, and we noticed a
greater influx of first-time
attendees; people who maybe
didn’t have the financial means
to travel but now the conference
is in their area and they’re excit-
ed to be able to come down to
see the show.”
The year’s REALTORS
Conference & Expo will be held
Nov. 8-11 at the Moscone
Center in San Francisco, and
Fitch-Markham says the group
has future meeting sites planned
through 2019. However, offi-
cial marketing promotion for
the annual event starts about 14
months out.
Mackay, who was busily
preparing for the ALA Annual
Conference & Exhibition at
McCormick Place in Chicago at
press time (the event took place
from June 27 to July 2), says
that while she thinks location is
important, the ALA chooses to
focus its efforts on spreading
the benefits of the conference
itself. “It obviously helps some
attendees when we’re in an
affordable city, but they also
enjoy interesting cities—with
good food!—and many make a
point of combining attending
the conference with staying
extra time to enjoy the loca-
continued on page 20
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Get Hopped Up at the California Beer
Festival in San Dimas
Featuring craft beers and breweries, live music,
mouth-watering food truck fare and more at
Frank G. Bonelli Park on Saturday, Sept. 7, 2013
It’s all about the craft beer movement and celebrating great beer
at the California Beer Festival in San Dimas. Masses of beer aficiona-
dos and enthusiasts will flock to Frank G. Bonelli Park on Sept. 7th,
12:30 pm-5:00 pm, to savor the aroma and taste of a multitude of
craft beers and brews from award winning brewing companies such
as Karl Strauss and Lagunitas Brewery. 
With delicious food options and over 70 craft beers on tap, bel-
lies and palates are sure to be satisfied. The festival will also feature
live entertainment including popular local bands and themed activi-
ties like bikini bocce ball. Participating sponsors include: Celebrity
Cruises; Duke’s Smoked Meats; BevMo!; Earl’s Gone Wild; The
Pleasure Pantry; and Swisher Xtreme.
“We are excited to be bringing some of the best craft brews in the
country to San Dimas,” says founder Vincenzo Giammanco. “The
picturesque lakeside park setting in the rolling hills of the San
Gabriel Valley is a perfect location for a day of beer sampling, enjoy-
ing music, eating delicious food and having fun. It all adds up to a
guaranteed good time.”
Ticket prices will vary based on type of entry, ticket options
include: VIP Early Bird Experience; Craft Beer Heaven Ticket; and
Designated Driver Ticket. Individuals must be 21 years of age or
older with a valid ID to enter the California Beer Festival (CBF).
• VIP Early Bird Experience - $70 - This exclusive (limited to
300 tickets) VIP experience is ideal for the true hardcore Craft Beer
fans. The VIP experience will take place an hour prior to the gates
opening to the general admission ticket holders. Take advantage of
this great opportunity to taste signature and seasonal beers from par-
ticipating breweries and a chance to meet the brewers and represen-
tatives themselves! VIP tickets include: Access inside the CBF gates
an hour early; samples of reserve and specialty brews from participat-
ing breweries; (1) CBF souvenir pint glass; access to the street taco
bar (taco bar hours 11:20 am-12:20 pm; and (1) bottled water. The
VIP pouring is from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm.
• Craft Beer Heaven Ticket - $45 - This is the perfect ticket for
individuals who are looking to expand their mind and educate them-
selves on new and old styles of craft beer. The Craft Beer Heaven
ticket includes: (1) CBF souvenir tasting cup, samples of Craft Beer,
live music and bikini bocce ball! Tickets will need to be printed out
and brought to the front gate on the day of the festival.
• Designated Driver Ticket - $25 - The ideal ticket for non-
drinkers who still want to go to CBF to hang out with friends and
family and/or those responsible for getting everyone home safe. The
Designated Driver ticket includes: entrance to the festival, (1) free
meal from any food vendor inside the festival, (1) bottled water, live
music and entertainment.
To ensure attendees have a reliable means of transportation the
event has teamed up with the Downtown Claremont Shuttle and
Downtown Pomona Shuttle to transport guests to and from the event.
For $3 round trip, the shuttle will escort the masses of beer aficiona-
dos and enthusiasts to Frank G. Bonelli Park on Sept. 7th,10:45 am-
5:30 pm. The Downtown Claremont shuttle will depart from the
Packing House in front of Eureka!Burger in Downtown Claremont at
580 W. 1st Street in Claremont. The Downtown Pomona Shuttle will
pick up at 117 W 2nd Street in Pomona right behind the Rookery
Alehouse and Grill. Shuttle passes must be acquired prior to the
event date and can be purchased online at the California Beer Festival
San Dimas website under Ride The Shuttle.
The California Beer Festival will donate a portion of ticket sales
to local non-profits including the Gen Giammanco Foundation, a
non-profit organization that provides financial support to student ath-
letes to assist in their pursuit of both scholastic and athletic success
in the city of San Dimas.
For a full list of participating breweries, more information and to
purchase tickets, visit www.californiabeerfestival.com/sandimas.php.
Community Hospital of
San Bernardino Receives Grant From
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
$200,000 donation supports high quality care with
latest technology
The Community Hospital of San Bernardino Foundation received
a grant from the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians towards the
purchase of critical hospital equipment.
The $200,000 donation will support the purchase of a Spyglass
Direct Visualization System, an Omnicell Medication Management
System, a video camera and tower used for minimally invasive sur-
gery and surgical operating tables.
“San Manuel is a generous supporter of Community Hospital,”
said June Collison, president, Community Hospital of San
Bernardino. “We deeply appreciate their investment in our efforts to
continue to provide an exceptional standard of care to the communi-
ties we serve.” continued on page 33
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically
Course Name Mgmt. Co. or Owner Green Fees: Length of Course (Yds.) Year Built Top Local Pro or Manager
Address Type of Course Weekdays # Rounds played Yearly Course Designer Title
City, State, Zip Membership Fees Weekends Reservation Phone Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Caliente Springs R.V. Resort Tim Manthei $10 785 1997 Christy Harper
1. & Golf Course Resort/Semi-Private $10 na Ray Ramirez Resort Manager 
70-200 Dillon Rd. N/A (888) 894-7727 (760) 329-2979/251-2672
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92241 calientesprings@calientesprings.com
Calimesa Country Club The Braswells $23-32 6,000 1959 Bev Carlson
2. 1300 S. 3rd St. Public $24-42 30,000 N/A General Manager
Calimesa, CA 92320 na (909) 795-2488 (909) 795-2488/795-3578
www.calimesacountryclub.com
Cathedral Canyon Country Club Welk Resort Group $40 - $85 6,502 1972 Darren Stanek
3. 68311 Paseo Real Semi-Private $45 - $85 68,000 David Rainville General Manager
Cathedral City, CA 92234 $1,500 - $2,500 (760) 328-6571 (760) 328-6571/202-9121
www.cathedralcanyon.com
Colton Golf Course $20 3,108 1961 Steve Martin
4. 1901 W. Valley Blvd. Public $22 60,000 Robert Trent Jones, Sr. General Manger
Colton, CA 97324 N/A (909) 877-1712 (909) 877-1712/877-2226
www.coltongolf.com
Cross Creek Golf Club KYM $65 6,833 2001 Tim Garner
5. 43860 Glen Meadows Semi-Private $85 44,000 Arthur Hills General Manager
Temecula, CA 92590 $250-400 (909) 506-3402 (951) 506-3402/506-6802
www.crosscreekgolfclub.com
Date Palm Country Club ELS $20-25 3,083 1972 David Smith
6. 36-200 Date Palm Dr. Semi-Private $20-25 35,000 Ted Robinson General Manager
Cathedral City, CA 92234 $2,000 (866) 465-3914 (760) 328-6514/321-2473
david.smith@date.com
Desert Dunes Golf Club Brooks Street $100 6,876 1989 Olen Bartley
7. 19-300 Palm Dr. Public $110 45,000 Robert Trent Jones Jr. General Manager
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 $200 (760) 251-5370 (760) 251-5370/251-5371
info@desertdunesgolf.com
Desert Willow Golf Resort Kemper Sports $30-70 7,056/6,913 1997/1998 Richard Mogersen
8. 38995 Desert Willow Dr. Public 75,000 Michael Hurzdan, General Manager
Palm Desert, CA 92211 N/A Dana Fry, John Cook (760) 346-7060/346-7444
(760) 346-7060 info@desertwillow.com
Eagle Glen Golf Club Privately Owned $19-49 6,930 1999 Steve Jeffrey
9. 1800 Eagle Glen Pky. Public $29-69 na Gary Roger Baird General Manager, PGA
Corona, CA 92883-0620 Open (909) 272-4653 (951) 278-2842/278-0322
www.eagleglengc.com
Morango Golf Club Choon Man Lee $45-50 7,337/7,442 2000 Brad Storman
10. 36211 Champions Dr. Daily Fee $60-65 80,000 Schmidt-Curley Design Director of Operations
Beaumont, CA 92223 $1,500-4,500 (951) 845-0014 (877) 742-2500/(951) 845-0280
bstorman@eastvalleygolfclub.com
El Prado $26 6,508/6,671 1976 Bruce Janke
11. 6555 Pine Ave. Public $40 55,000/57,000 H. & D. Rainville General Manager
Chino, CA 91710 N/A (909) 597-1753 (909) 597-1753/393-5061 (909) 597-1753/393-5061
www.elpradogolfcourses.com
Empire Lakes Golf Course Empire Lakes $45-75 5,200/6,923 1995 Eugene Park
12. 11015 Sixth St. Public $50-90 na Arnold Palmer General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Yes (909) 481-6663 (909) 481-6663/481-6763
info@empirelakes.com
General Old Golf Course Donovan Bros. Golf $19-37 6,794 1955 Kiki Garcia
13. 16700 Village West Dr. Public $21-49 65,000 na Head Golf Prof.
Riverside, CA 92518 Military & Sr. Discounts (909) 697-6690 (951) 697-6690/697-6694
generaloldgolf@wildblue.net
Green River Golf Club Course Co., Inc. $19-44 6,470/6,275 1958 Judy Saguchi
14. 5215 Green River Rd. Public- Daily Fee $26-52 95,000 Lawrence Hughes/Carey Bickler General Manager
Corona, CA 92880 N/A (909) 737-7393 (951) 737-7393/737-7432
www.playgreenriver.com
Green Tree Golf Course City of Victorville $35 6,643 1964 Joe Gargan
15. 14144 Green Tree Blvd. Public $40 32,000 Bill Bell Director
Victorville, CA 92392 $125/Month ($175 w/ cart) (760) 245-4860 (760) 245-4860/245-5479
www.victorvillegolf.com
Heritage Palms Golf Club Heritage Palms $30-$115 6,727 1996 Gordon Leith
16. 44291 Heritage Palms Dr. Semi-Private na Arthur Hills Director
Indio, CA 92201 N/A (760) 772-7334 (760) 772-7334/360-4124
gleith@heritage.com
Hesperia Golf & Country Club Alexander Rickards $30 6,996 1955 Brandon McNaulty
17. 11970 Bangor Ave. Public $36 na Bill Bell Jr. General Manager 
Hesperia, CA 92345 $125-310 (760) 244-9301 (760) 244-9301/244-9238
hesperiacc@aol.com
Hidden Spring Country Club $10-15 3,054 1977 Alex Augustyn
18. 15500 Bubbling Wells Rd. Public na Unknown (760) 288-4653/329-4414
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 N/A (760) 329-8816 www.cal-am.com
Hidden Valley Golf Club Gratitude Golf Mgmt. $40-50 6,880 1997 Jim Marabella
19. 10 Clubhouse Dr. Public $50-75 32,000 Casey O’Callaghan General Manager
Norco, CA 92860 Daily Fee (909) 737-1010 (951) 737-1010/737-2424
george@hiddenvalleygolf.com
continued on page. 17
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
How to Handle Embezzlement
in the Family Business
By Lois Lang, Psy.D.
Hearing about embezzlement in a public company rarely
shocks anyone, but when it happens in a family business, people
are often stunned. “How could he steal from his own family?”
“Doesn’t she know she’s hurting her siblings/cousins/parents?” 
As tough and painful as embezzlement is, it’s not as uncommon
as many of us would like to think. Sure, the kind of embezzlement
that results in jail time is rare, but other levels of it happens daily. 
How could this happen? Many factors lead to embezzlement,
including chronic financial strain, a general sense of family enti-
tlement, lack of internal company controls, and the reality or per-
ception of being overworked and underpaid. To make matters
worse, often the embezzler doesn’t even know that what he or she
is doing is wrong.
Here’s an example of how embezzlement can start small and
quickly grow: Jim (the business owner’s son) fills up his gas tank
once on a Friday and pays for it with the business account, know-
ing that the miles he drives will be primarily for personal, not busi-
ness use. He tells himself it’s okay because he has filled the tank
on his own some weekends and used “his gas” for business use on
Monday and Tuesday. Then he takes a few vacation days and does-
n’t record it as paid time off. He picks up gift cards for employee
recognition and pockets a few for himself. He knows that Dad pays
him less than local competitors, and this is the way he evens it out.
He notices other family members treating the business the same
way, so it simply becomes the “way we do things around here”—
it is their company culture, not embezzlement.
The misuse of company assets, time, and money escalates.
Soon, Jim adds a non-working family member to payroll, petty
cash disappears, one out of 10 customer checks are rerouted to
Jim’s personal account, and personal items are consistently
charged to the business credit card. Eventually, an employee in
accounting notices and agonizes continued on page 16
access to two main transportation
arteries of San Bernardino County,
Interstates 10 and 15.
Construction is expected to begin in early 2014, and the units will
be ready for lease by the first quarter of 2015. With a wide range of
amenities, the community will appeal to young professionals and
families who can take advantage of the top-rated schools in the
Cucamonga School District. The location is a gateway to all the
recreational and cultural opportunities Southern California has to
offer—mountains, deserts, beaches and theme parks – including the
Arnold Palmer-designed Empire Lakes Golf Course. The project will
consist of one-, two- and three-bedroom units in 15 three-story build-
ings. The community will feature a resort-style pool and spa with bar-
becue and fire pit areas, a clubhouse with media and game compo-
nents, state-of-the-art fitness center and Wi-Fi throughout common
areas. Plans call for ample parking options with 576 spaces including
garage, open stalls and carports. Lush landscaped paseos will wind
through the property and shaded areas will provide dining and seat-
ing. The new home interiors will feature fully equipped gourmet
kitchens, designer cabinetry and fixtures, granite countertops, and in
home washers and dryers. The project was designed by Architects
Orange. Units are expected to be ready for lease by the first quarter
of 2015.
CT REALTY INVESTORS PICKS UP LEASED 138K-
SQUARE-FOOT FACILITY IN RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CT Realty Investors has purchased a 138.6k-square-foot industri-
al property in Rancho Cucamonga for $9 million ($65/sf). The prop-
erty, located at 10401 Seventh Street, north of I-10 and just west of
Haven Avenue, was sold by Waitex International Ltd.
The property offers direct access to Interstates 10 and 15 and the
Ontario International Airport. It is contiguous to a 177.6k-square-foot
building purchased by CT Realty in 2012. That property, located at
10404 Sixth Street, is 100 percent leased to GiTi Tire USA Ltd.
Waitex International, a New York City-based logistics and supply
chain solutions company, will lease back the property from CT for an
undisclosed rate and term. Upon expiration of the Waitex lease, CT
will execute a redevelopment plan for both the Sixth Street and
Seventh Street properties. The renovations will consist of new
paving, upgrades to the sprinkler
Real Estate...
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MANAGEMENT
Appreciative Inquiry: How to Find and Leverage What’s Right in Your Workplace
By Chris Walling
Ever had more work than
you had time? Ever felt that
with the ever decreasing budg-
ets, and no ability to hire new
help that the demands of your
organization exceed its capa-
bilities?
How to solve the common
challenges that organizations
face is of course to logically
focus on the things that aren’t
working in your organization,
and try to figure out how to fix
them.
The conventional problem
solving tools of deductive rea-
soning have continued to pro-
duce similar outcomes from
one business to the next. What
we focus on, however, we often
create more of—meaning that
if we are only able to see
what’s broken in our work-
place, we may never find
what’s working. This is where
a technique in organizational
development called Appreciate
Inquiry may come to your aide.
Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
is a model of organizational
development that asks leaders
to shift to a positive perspec-
tive by examining the things
that an organization does well
and thereby leveraging its
innate strengths to outweigh its
limitations whether they be
budgetary or otherwise.
The AI approach was born
out of the research of Case
Western Reserve University
whereupon leaders recognize
the value the contributions of
things and people around them
(appreciation), and then
explore, discover, and under-
stand more about these possi-
bilities (inquiry).
This is done in what is
called the 5D approach which
is as follows:
1. Define. You have to be
able to define the scope of an
appreciative inquiry’s focus.
So rather than making it “how
do we continue to produce the
same level of productivity with
fewer staff,” it would be “how
do we accelerate the productiv-
ity of our existing staff?” The
phrasing of a focus is critical to
what answers come in the sub-
sequent steps of an
Appreciative Inquiry.
Remember “seek and you shall
find.”
2. Discover. Identify the
organizational processes that
work well. This can be done by
making daily rounds face to
face with team members and
organizational units to both
establish rapport but namely to
probe deeply into what makes
their jobs easier or to find what
solutions they’ve developed to
address some of their common
challenges, thus to become an
investigator within your own
organization! Through the
process of discovery you are
able to not only have greater
understanding with your
employees, but also to identify
potential issues before they
become a problem. Through AI
you empower your team mem-
bers to have greater access to
you as a leader, and they
empower you to discover what
works.
3. Dream. Envisioning
the future is what can become
what science often calls a
“strange attractor.” This is
about the ability to clearly
identify where you’re going
and share that vision with oth-
ers routinely either through
your repeat discovery proce-
dures, or through organization-
al communications such as
newsletters and emails. The
dream step allows you to com-
municate a shared vision that
others can be inspired to con-
tribute toward, and invite them
to dialogue.
4. Design. This is the
inventory process by which
you take note of all the plan-
ning and priorities that would
work well in the future. Again,
the key here is to continue to
be solutions-focused and thus
future-focused, and to allow
the dream and visioning
process to quickly roll over
into asking yourself and others,
“What might that look like?”
For example, let’s say that
Robert is a line worker in a fac-
tory and he has told you when
you were rounding during the
discovery procedure that he
really likes it when the
Tuesday shipment of supplies
he needs to do his job comes
before lunch. When the ship-
ment comes on Tuesday morn-
ings, he tells you that it allows
him to notify his peers to pick
them up in the afternoon.
There’s been a problem with
other areas being at a standstill
unable to do their jobs often on
Wednesday mornings because
they have no supplies. If you
were to design a process by
which the inventory was dis-
tributed more routinely on
Tuesday mornings, how could
you design a process that
would ensure those successes
could be repeated each and
every time?
This is process engineering
101, but with a positive twist!
It’s not about fixing the unpro-
ductive Wednesday mornings;
it’s about focusing on Robert’s
successes and amplifying
them.
5. Deliver. This is where
the rubber meets the road and
all that hard work of having
crucial conversations with oth-
ers through discovery, inspir-
ing them to think more about
what works best might look
like through dreaming, and
then designing it out into form.
This may require the formation
of strategic task forces, or sub-
units that are responsible for
implementation. But again, this
step is about the execution of
the proposed design through
shared governance and inclu-
sion.
The principles of
Appreciative Inquiry are based
on the idea that when you build
upon your strengths rather than
focusing upon your weakness-
es, you create empowered solu-
tions that become like a happy
virus infecting all those around
you. Then suddenly, when peo-
ple come knocking on your
door with a problem, they
know to come with some ideas
and solutions in hand that can
be easily implemented to lever-
age their own strengths toward
greater success.
The key to implementation
of Appreciate Inquiry is
through communicating the AI
philosophy to all members of
the team. Many organizations
have what is called an
“Appreciative Inquiry
Summit” where key stakehold-
ers and leaders of an organiza-
tion are brought together to dig
deep into what’s really right
about their organization, and to
ask themselves how they might
be able to envision that grow-
ing larger and being more
emphasized.
The old and outdated
approach of identifying prob-
lems, analyzing causes, possi-
ble solutions, and then activat-
ing treatments based on those
possible solutions is only a
three dimensional approach.
The Five-D’s: Define,
Discover, Dream, Design and
Deliver, are five dimensions of
managerial problem solving
that ensure that leaders are able
to transform organizational
challenges into amplifications
of possibility.
For more information, visit
www.chris-walling.com.
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about who and when to tell.
So while embezzlement starts
small and often innocently in a
family business, it can quickly escalate to something big that dam-
ages the business, hurts non-family employee morale, and breaks
family trust.
Take Action
What do you do when you realize a family member is embez-
zling from the business? Action is obviously required, and taking
a cautious, thoughtful, respectful approach is wise. To begin, have
a pre-meeting of key leaders, without the suspect family member
present, to address the following questions:
1. Do we have clear, hard, verifiable facts before we assume
fault and intent?
2. Who will be at the meeting to lay the facts out?
3. Are we going to involve the legal system?
4. If we continue employment with this family member, do
we need to change their job position?
5. How or will we message this to the rest of the family? To
other employees? To the board of directors?
6. How or did the company contribute to this problem?
7. If the company did, what steps will we take to prevent it in
the future?
8. How or did the family contribute to this problem?
9. If the family did, what steps will we take, as a family, to
prevent it in the future?
10. Has this family member had chronic, known problems with
finances?
11. Generally, how can we protect the company from future
misuse of company assets or embezzlement?
12. How do we protect the whistleblower?
13. Do we have a whistleblower program set-up internally?
Are employees trained annually?
14. Do we talk openly in family council about our responsibil-
ity to financially protect and care for company assets? Do we give
specific examples of what is and is not allowed?
15. Do we have a solid non-compete clause in our employment
contracts and/or employee handbook in case we have to release the
family member from employment?
16. Do we consistently run a professional background check on
applicants?
17. If I need to walk the family member out the door, how do I
prepare? Computer security, locks, passwords, current company
asset retrieval, bank account access protection, social media track-
ing, last paycheck, etc.
18. Do we need to involve the corporate attorney, Board of
directors, outside legal attorney, CPA, business psychologist? If
so, when and how?
Once you’re clear on these aspects, it’s time for the second
meeting—this one with the suspect family member. When you
begin the meeting, keep it at the level of discovery. Lay out the
facts and ask the family member their perception of what hap-
pened. Really listen to what they say and how they say it.
Remember, it’s common for family members not to realize that
they are indeed embezzling. If this is a first offense, and if the
embezzlement is not excessive, some education may be the best
course of action. However, if you believe the family member knew
what he or she was doing and did it anyway, or if the embezzle-
ment is substantial, termination may be the only option.
During the meeting, you need to be vigilant in checking your-
self by asking “What would I do if
Embezzlement...
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system, improvements to the office
areas and landscaping upgrades. In
addition, CT will re-design the truck
court to create a secure two-building campus environment with new
entry points. GiTi Tire has executed a new, long-term lease for both
buildings which will commence upon completion of the renovations.
“Acquisition of the Waitex property allows us to strategically
increase our holdings in one of the country’s most important logistics
hubs while accommodating the expansion needs of a great tenant,”
said Carter B. Ewing, managing partner for Aliso Viejo-based CT
Realty. “The Inland Empire continues to be a high priority for us, and
we are actively seeking additional opportunities to invest in high-
quality industrial assets.” Jamie Harrison of Lee & Associates
Investment Services Group in Los Angeles represented both the
buyer and the seller in the transaction.
WORK COMPLETED ON NEW 600K-SQUARE-FOOT
BEAUMONT DISTRIBUTION FACILITY FOR ICON
HEALTH
CT Realty Investors and ICON Health & Fitness have completed
construction of ICON’s new distribution building in Beaumont.
Located at 630 Nicholas Road, the 600k-square-foot facility is the
largest building ever to be constructed in the Beaumont/Banning
area.
The new building was built specifically to serve as the western
United States distribution facility for ICON, which owns
NordicTrack, Pro-Form, Weider, HealthRider and other major fitness
brands. Headquartered in Logan, Utah, ICON also operates a 600k-
square-foot distribution building in Savannah, Ga. Originally sched-
uled for an October completion, the building was completed ahead of
time and ICON moved in with about 140 employees last month. The
company will begin distribution services later this month. The new
ICON building is situated on 30.18 acres owned by CT Realty and
sits adjacent to two other buildings owned by CT Realty totaling
572.1k square feet on 26.32 acres. Together with the ICON building,
the entire CT Realty project totals 1.172m square feet on 56.5 acres.
Late last year, CT Realty and ICON executed an eight-year lease
for the property in a transaction valued at more than $16 million.
KPRS Construction Services Inc of Brea, which built the first two
buildings for CT Realty, also served as general contractor for the
ICON building with Bank of America providing the construction
financing.
CHINESE INVESTORS LIKE MY BIG FAT GREEK
RESTAURANT
Two free-standing, single-tenant retail properties in SoCal that
are occupied by My Big Fat Greek Restaurant traded hands in deals
totaling $3.7 million. The properties, located in Temecula and
LaVerne, were sold in a pre-sale strategy prior to construction being
completed. Both properties offered 10-year, absolute, NNN leases
with 10 percent rental increases every five years. They were both pur-
chased for all-cash and closed at a 7 percent capitalization rate.
The Temecula asset totals 3.4k square feet and is situated on .73
acres. It was built in 2010 and recently rehabbed for the tenant.
Located at 26460 Ynez Road, the property is adjacent to the 1.14m-
square-foot regional Mall, Promenade Temecula. It has major street
frontage on the heavily travelled Ynez Road and is adjacent to
Costco. The LaVerne property totals 4.7k square foot and is situated
on .5 acres. It was built in 1977 and rehabbed in 2013 for the tenant.
Located at 1401 Foothill Boulevard, the property is an outparcel to
the LaVerne West Shopping Center, which is anchored by
CVS/Pharmacy and Wells Fargo Bank. My Big Fat Greek Restaurant
is located at the intersection of
Real Estate...
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically continued on page. 30continued from page. 13
Course Name Mgmt. Co. or Owner Green Fees: Length of Course (Yds.) Year Built Top Local Pro or Manager
Address Type of Course Weekdays # Rounds played Yearly Course Designer Title
City, State, Zip Membership Fees Weekends Reservation Phone Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Indian Hills Golf Club Cox/West Properties $38 6,140 1965 Jerremy Clevenger
20. 5700 Clubhouse Dr. Public $55 60,000 Harold Heers General Manager
Riverside, CA 92509 $39.95 (909) 360-2090 (951) 360-2090/685-0990
www.indianhillsgolf.com
Indian Palms Country Club Dave Weimert $25-80 6,400 1948 Reggie Cox
21. 48-630 Monroe St. Resort $45-70 40,000+ Cochran/Detweiler General Manager
Indio, CA 92201 $3,775 (760) 347-2326 (760) 775-4444/775-4445
reggie@indiopalms.com
Indian Springs Golf & Country Club Neil Finch $40-99 6,713 (Gold Tees) 2000 Neil Finch
22. 79940 Westard Ho Semi-Private $45-99 30,000 Dave Ginkel PGA, GM, Dir. of Golf
Indio, CA 92201 N/A (760) 200-8988 (760) 200-8988/200-2434
neil@indianspringsgc.com
Indian Wells Golf Resort Trone Golf $65-$195 7,050 2006 Richard Carter
23. 44-500 Indian Wells Ln. Public $70-195 7,375 John Fought General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 88,000 (760) 346-4653 (760) 346-4653/340-1035
rcarter@iwgr.com
Indio Golf Course City of Indio $15-$20 3,004 1964 Jim Curtis
24. 83-040 Ave. 42 Public $15-$20 50,000 Larry Hughes General Manager
Indio, CA 92201 N/A $14/Cart (760) 347-9156 (760) 347-9156/347-5282
jcurtis@indio.org
Jurupa Hills Country Club Karen Vlah $28-46 6,020 1960 Karen Vlahos
25. 6161 Moraga Ave. Public $34-46 na Billy Bell GM
Riverside, CA 92509 N/A (w/cart) (909) 685-7214 (951) 685-7214/685-4752
www.jurupahillscountryclub.net
La Quinta Dunes Course Morgan Stanley $59-159 6,750 1985 Bill Shaw
26. 49-499 Avenida Vista Bonita Resort $70-159 30,000 Pete Dye General Manager
La Quinta, CA 92253 Yes (800) 742-9378 (760) 564-7686/771-5735
www.laquintaresort.com
La Quinta Mountain Course Hilton Corporation $79-179 6,750 1985 Bill Shaw
27. 49-499 Avenida Vista Bonita Public/Private 40,000 Pete Dye Director of Golf
La Quinta, CA 92253 Yes (800) 742-9378 (760) 564-7686/771-5735
www.laquintaresort.com
Marriott’s Rancho Las Palmas KSL Resorts $29-109 6,089 1977 Brenton Rice
28. 42000 Bob Hope Dr. Private/Resort $50-129 45,000 Ted Robinson Head Golf Pro PGA
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 $6,500 (760) 862-4551 (760) 862-4551/862-4582
brice@rancholaspalmas.com
Marshall Canyon Golf Club James Duffin II $23 6,100 1966 Kenny Murray
29. 6100 N. Stephens Ranch Rd. Public $31 80,000 Adams, Latham, Kripp & Wright PGA Professional
La Verne, CA 91750 N/A (cart not included) (909) 593-8211 (909) 593-8211/593-3050
www.marshallcanyon.com
Mesquite Golf & Country Club James & Janet Yoo $59-99 6,328 1985 Tom Doyle
30. 2700 E. Mesquite Ave. Resort N/A General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92264 $2,500 Single/$4,500 Fam. (2) (Seasonal) (760) 323-9377 (760) 323-9377/323-7108
www.mesquitegolf.com
Westin Mission Hills North - G. Player Crse.Troon Golf $85-145 7,062 1991 Jon Vesper
31. 70-705 Ramon Rd. Public $160 40,000+ Gary Player Director of Golf
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 N/A (760) 770-2908 (760) 770-2908/321-5927
www.westinmissionhillsgolf.com
Mission Lakes Country Club Equity Owned by Members $55 6,737 1971 Robert Duncan
32. 8484 Clubhouse Blvd. Semi-Private $75 40,000 Ted Robinson Head Golf Professional
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 Must Be Property Owner (760) 329-8061 (760) 329-8061/329-9286
www.missionlakescountryclub.com
Moreno Valley Ranch Golf Club Total Companies $35 6,898 1988 Jeff Johnson
33. 28095 John F. Kennedy Dr. Public $60 50,000 Pete Dye General Manager/PGA
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 N/A (909) 924-4444 (951) 924-4444/247-7191
johnsonpga@aol.com
Mountain Meadows Golf Course American Golf Corp. $37.50 6,440 na Chad Hackman
34. 1875 Fairplex Dr. Public $45.50 100,000 Ted Robinson General Manager/PGA
Pomona, CA 91768 N/A (909) 623-3704 (909) 623-3704/469-1179
www.americangolfcorp.com
Mountain Vista Golf Course Sun City Palm Desert $30-$89 6,700 1992 John McLaughlin
At Sun City Palm Desert Semi-Private (Seasonal) 65,000 Billy Casper & Greg Nash Heal Golf Pro PGA
35. 38180 Del Webb Blvd. N/A (Twilight Available) (760) 200-2200 (760) 200-2200/200-2230
Palm Desert, CA 92211 john.mclaughlin@scpdca.com
Rivers Edge Golf Course $30-50 6,189 1960 J.C. Bacon
36. 144 Marina Dr. City Municipal 38,000 Harry Rainville Head PGA Professional
Needles, CA 92363 N/A (760) 326-3931 (760) 326-3931/326-6606
ndlsgolf@citlink.net
North Golf Course Members $19.50 4,010 1970 Jim Spooner
37. 26660 McCall Blvd. Public $25 50,000 Del Webb General Manager
Sun City, CA 92586 Yes (951) 679-5111 (951) 679-5111/679-9902
www.northgolfcourse.net
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Banks in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Total Assets, 2nd Quarter Data 2013
Bank Name Tangible Assets $ % Tangible Capital % Tangible Capital % Risk Based Income $ Top Executive/Title
Address (Headquarters) % Change ( R.O.A.E.) Ratio Capital Ratio Address (I.E.) if different
City, State, Zip City, State, Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
JPMorgan Chase & Co. 2,439,494,000,000 13.07% 6.66% 14.12% 6,496,000,000 James Dimon/Chairman, President & CEO
1. 270 Park Ave. 8.39% 8108 Milliken Ave,
New York, NY 10017 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 944-2085 /270-1648
www.jpmorganchase.com
Bank of America California 2,125,686,000,000 6.83% 7.56% 15.27% 4,012,000,000 Brian Thomas Moynihan/President & CEO
2. 100 N. Tryon St. -9.36% 11570 4th St.
Charlotte, NC 28255 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 980-0287
www.bankofamerica.com
Citibank 1,883,988,000,000 8.45% 8.94% 16.18% 4,182,000,000 Michael L Corbat/CEO
3. 399 Park Ave. 0.48% 10590 Baseline Rd
New York, NY 10043 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(800) 274-6660/(909) 948-7618
www.citibank.com
Wells Fargo & Company 1,440,563,000,000 13.50% 9.25% 15.03% 5,519,000,000 John G. Stumpf/Chairman, President & CEO
4. 420 Montgomery St. 1.09% 5120 Moreno St.
San Francisco, CA 94104 Montclair, CA 91763-1523
(888) 249-3302/(415)396-6829
www.wellsfargo.com
U.S. Bank 349,332,927,000 15.98% 8.27% 12.75% 1,542,739,000 Richard K. Davis/President & CEO 
5. 425 Walnut St. 4.10% 2280 S. Grove Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45202 Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 947-8586/930-1375
www.usbank.com
Union Bank, N.A. 101,686,744,000 4.54% 8.41% 12.93% 134,609,000 Masashi Oka/President & CEO
6. 400 California St. 22.20% 3998 Inland Empire Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94104 Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 944-3343/(415) 765-3507
www.unionbank.com
BBVA Compass 69,076,722,000 3.88% 9.02% 13.94% 105,355,000 Thomas Galindo
7. 901 Via Piemonte, Ste. 140 6.75% Market President
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 285-3932/(951) 323-8076
thomas.galindo@bbvacompass.com
Bank of the West 63,529,654,000 4.96% 12.45% 16.23% 144,938,000 J. Michael Shepherd/Chairman & CEO
8. 180 Montgomery St. 6.63% 8311 Haven Ave., Ste. 100
San Francisco, CA 94104 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 941-2223/765-4858
www.bankofthewest.com
City National Bank 27,033,551,000 9.74% 7.22% 13.03% 59,231,000 Russell D. Goldsmith/Chairman & CEO
9. 555 S. Flower St. -0.60% 3633 Inland Empire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90071 Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 481-2470/481-2472
www.cnb.com
East West Bank 23,300,217,000 13.43% 8.14% 13.46% 74,829,000 Dominic Ng/Chairman & CEO
10. 135 N. Los Robles Ave. 3.66% 3237 E. Guasti Rd., Ste. 110
Pasadena, CA 91101 Ontario, CA 91764
(626) 768-6000/817-8880
www.eastwestbank.com
First-Citizens Bank & Trust 20,950,956,000 9.30% 8.79% 15.86% 44,025,000 Frank Brown Holding Jr./Chairman & CEO
11. 239 Fayetteville St. 0.04% 3595 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 2100
Raleigh, NC 27501 (909) 483-2470/919-7769
www.firstcitizens.com
Rabobank, N.A. 13,698,000,000 1.60% 10.11% 14.40% 9,000,000 John Ryan
12. 41-990 Cook St., Ste. 701 2.59% CEO
Palm Desert, CA 92211 (760) 776-4100/776-4433
www.rabobankamerica.com
FirstBank 13,022,264,000 15.81% 7.87% 17.31% 41,461,000 John A. Lkard/President & CEO
13. 12345 W. Colfax Ave. -1.73% 39575 Washington St., Ste. 101
Lakewood, CO 80215 Palm Desert, CA 92211
(760) 772-2200/836-3576
www.efirstbank.com
California Bank & Trust 10,839,704,000 8.38% 10.52% 13.84% 30,989,000 David E. Blackford/President & CEO
14. 11622 El Camino Real -1.34% 2009 W. Foothill Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92130 Upland, CA 91786
(909) 920-6664/595-4504
www.calbanktrust.com
Pacific Western Bank 6,701,617,000 2.94% 10.17% 15.42% 5,660,000 Matthew P. Wagner/Chairman & CEO
15. 401 W. A St. 107.78% 2401 South Grove Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101 Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 947-1126/947-9436
www.pacificwesternbank.com
Citizens Business Bank 6,421,094,000 12.93% 11.20% 19.24% 25,160,000 Christopher D. Myers
16. 701 N. Haven Ave. 10.30% President & CEO
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 980-1080/481-2135
www.cbbank.com
Mutual of Omaha Bank 6,052,458,000 6.66% 8.51% 11.81% 11.524 Jeffrey R. Schmid
17. 11930 Foothills Blvd. 9.22% Chairman & CEO
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 (909) 919-7220/477-3217
www.mutualofomahabank.com
continued on page. 23
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EXECUTIVE NOTES
ARMC Names New Medical Director
Dr. Richard Pitts, whose successful career as a physician, health
educator and hospital administrator spans nearly 40 years, has been
named as the new medical director at
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center.
“We are thrilled and very fortunate to
have Dr. Pitts join us as our new medical
director,” said ARMC Director Patrick
Petre. “His vast experience in all aspects
of medicine and knowledge of very com-
plex health care issues will be vital for
ARMC as we begin to navigate health
reform and other major shifts in our
industry.”
Dr. Pitts will take over in his new
position starting Sept. 9, replacing long-
time ARMC Medical Director Dr. Dev
GnanaDev, who served in that post from 2000 to 2012. Dr. Emily
Ebert has served as acting medical director since January.
Dr. Pitts, a native of Massachusetts, previously worked at Kaiser
Permanente in Anaheim from 1999 to 2011 where he served as
Orange County Service Area assistant medical director. From 1998 to
2011 Dr. Pitts also held the position of chief of occupational medicine
and employee health for Kaiser’s Orange County Service Area.
Certified by the American Board of Emergency Medicine and
American Board of Preventive Medicine, Dr. Pitts earned his doctor
of osteopathic medicine from Des
Dr. Richard Pitts
continued on page 31
Foothill Boulevard (Route 66) and
Wheeler Avenue.
Jeff Conover, senior managing
director with Faris Lee Investments, represented the seller/developer
of the properties, California-based Bear Industries. The buyer for the
Temecula property was a private investor from mainland China who
was represented by Christie Kim, and the buyer for the LaVerne prop-
erty was a Chinese private investor from Arcadia who was represent-
ed by Tony Hsu of RE/MAX. My Big Fat Greek Restaurant current-
ly has 19 locations with a total of three sites in California. The chain
plans on expanding into other locations in months to come. The
restaurant brings together a fusion of Mediterranean foods and also
features staff performing traditional Greek dances, fire blowers and
plate breaking.
MOUNTAIN REAL ESTATE CAPITAL AND
WARMINGTON RESIDENTIAL FORM PARTNERSHIP
Mountain Real Estate Capital (MREC) and Warmington
Residential have formed a partnership to acquire and develop 48 lots
located within the prestigious Stellan Ridge community in Riverside.
This is the first venture between MREC and Warmington.
The hilltop project will offer one- to eight-acre lots with expan-
sive views of the surrounding area. Warmington will build luxury sin-
gle-level homes ranging in size from 3.4k square feet to over 4.1k
square feet. The floor plans will allow homebuyers to highly cus-
tomize their homes by selecting from a wide range of available
options including a 400-square-foot detached living space and up to
six bedrooms and a six-car garage.
INVESTORS SPEND $7
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 16
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tion,” Mackay says.
Social Media
Social media is one of the most cost-effective ways for an asso-
ciation to build its brand and interact with members. Both the NAR
and ALA have used social media in varying ways to promote upcom-
ing events, as well as follow-up with attendees afterwards. “Social
media is integrated into everything we do,” Mackay says. “We’ve
learned that we need to reach people through the widest possible
variety of media with a range of messages, from e-mail marketing to
social media, especially Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Tumblr.”
In addition to creating a specialized section of its site dedicated
to informing members of the 2013 ALA Annual Conference &
Exhibition (www.ala13.ala.org), the group also prominently links to
its social media pages, including a Tumblr page that collects music,
videos, artwork and Internet memes to promote the upcoming event
and its hashtag, #ala2013. Fitch-Markham says social media plays a
huge role in the NAR’s promotion of its REALTORS Conference &
Expo and chooses to focus its efforts mostly on Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter and YouTube, and yes, they do have a hashtag (#narannual).
“We replicate all of our communications through social media,
so even if we have a print brochure, we’ll actually turn that into an
electronic publication you can flip through online and we’ll push
that out to our social networks,” Fitch-Markham says. “We gener-
ally don’t mail our print materials to 100 percent of our membership,
that’s l million realtors and that’s a big project, so we’re a bit more
selective. This ensures the brochure is actually available to anyone
who would like to look at it.”
Content/Speakers
Meetings industry veteran Corbin Ball, CSP, CMP, is no stranger
to working the speaking circuit at association events, and while he
thinks virtual meetings and webinars are all good ways of dissemi-
nating less-complex information, he says nothing beats a face-to-
face meeting for relationship-build-
Attendance...
continued from pg. 11
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long way off, but successful
investors understand that the longer
your assets remain invested, the
greater their potential for growth. The cash you forfeit now will pale
in comparison to the amount you’ll end up getting back at the end of
your career if you start as early as possible.
Don’t pass up free money
Many employers offer pretax savings through their retirement
accounts. Because your retirement contributions come out before
taxes, your taxable income is decreased, saving you money. For
example, a $100 contribution from your earnings to a pretax retire-
ment account would reduce your paycheck by only $75 if you’re in
the 25 percent tax bracket. If your employer matches a percentage of
your retirement contributions, it is wise to contribute the maximum
amount of their match so as not to pass up on “free money.”
Money is just one of many aspects of adulthood that college grad-
uates must meet head-on to start living independently. Personal
finance may seem daunting, but don’t be discouraged. The above-
mentioned tips boil down to common sense: spend less than you earn,
stay protected through proper insurance, maintain good credit and
save for the short and long-term, and you will be off to a great finan-
cial start in the next chapter of your life.
About the Inland Empire Financial Consultants
Thrivent Financial is represented in the Inland Empire by the
Inland Empire Financial Consultants, which includes Bill Cortus at
3333 Concours St. Building 8 Suite 8100 Ontario, CA 91872, phone:
909-945-4996, website:
Graduates...
continued from pg. 3
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books medical care to individuals,
including members of the board of
supervisors and high ranking coun-
ty officials; inadequate supervision and oversight of the emergency
room, violations of law with regard to the use of physical restraints
on patients in the hospital’s behavioral health ward, together with
inadequate peer review of the hospital’s policies and practices.
The county initiated the first of a series of internal audits short-
ly after the state and federal probes were revealed as being under
way.
In May 2010, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
threatened to suspend Medicare and Medi-Cal payments to ARMC
if the county hospital did not show improvement in operations and
patient care.
On Nov. 4, 2010 a team of more than 20 investigators, including
FBI agents, members of the U.S. Attorney’s office and district attor-
ney’s office employees, served search warrants at Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center, hauling away thousands of documents and
computer files. No criminal charges were ever filed, but the county’s
internal examinations of its operations intensified.
Last January, GnanaDev, who had come under continuous criti-
cism because of the perceptions of the conflict involving his dual
role as the hospital’s medical director and as owner and head of the
surgery group with a hospital contract, departed as medical director
and was replaced by Dr. Emily Ebert, who has served the last eight
months as the acting medical director of the county hospital.
Doctors and other medical professionals who work at the hospi-
tal reported that Petre was unwilling or unable to assert his overar-
ching management authority at the hospital to hold GnanaDev in
check, and had shrunk from providing recommendations to the
board of supervisors that would have curtailed GnanaDev’s domina-
tion of hospital operations and the promotion of his surgical group’s
financial interests, even in the face of indications this created a cir-
cumstance that was contrary to the interests of some of the hospital’s
patients. Petre’s reluctance could be at least partially explicated by
the consideration that some of the members of the board of supervi-
sors had been the recipients of the off-the-books care rendered at the
hospital.
In May a number of the problematic issues that have plagued the
hospital over the last four years were discussed in depth during a so-
called joint conference committee meeting that involved Petre,
members of the hospital staff and county employees designated to
report to members of the board of supervisors. The results of recent
audits of Arrowhead Regional Medical Center’s operations were
reviewed, including and together with further specific information
regarding misfeasance and malfeasance by hospital staff.
At the board of supervisors’ meeting, Petre recommended to the
board that it “accept the joint conference committee meeting min-
utes of the meeting held on May 15, 2013, and direct the clerk of the
board to maintain as confidential closed session documents pursuant
to Evidence Code Sections 1157 et seq.”
In making his presentation, Petre disclosed that the members of
the board of supervisors had not themselves seen the audits or been
directly provided with information pertaining to the hospital’s oper-
ations. Rather, Petre said, the information had been provided to
“liaisons,” who were tasked to report to the supervisors the main
points of what was discussed and could provide or withhold details
as they deemed fit.
“On March 22, 1994, the board of supervisors established a joint
conference committee to serve as a communication mechanism
between the board of supervisors as the governing body of
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center (ARMC) and the medical staff
of ARMC,” Petre said. “A meeting of the joint conference commit-
tee was held on May 15, 2013. Discussion items at this meeting
included updates on the ARMC facility, inpatient behavioral health
unit, medical staff issues, legislation, and state and federal budgets
as recorded on the meeting minutes. Pursuant to Evidence Code sec-
tions 1157 et seq., reports of hospital audit or quality assurance com-
mittees may be ordered to be held in closed session. Documents per-
taining to the closed session portion of the joint conference commit-
tee meeting are available for review by the governing body, but shall
otherwise be maintained as confidential by the clerk of the board.”
Many of the actions and activities at the hospital at issue in the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and FBI probes and the
subsequent audits were extant before a majority of the current board
of supervisors were in office. Supervisor Janice Rutherford was not
elected until November 2010 and did not assume office until
January 2011. Current supervisors James Ramos and Robert
Lovingood were elected in November 2012 and were sworn into
office in January.
In 2010, allegations surfaced that former supervisor Paul Biane,
who was defeated by Rutherford later that year, was a beneficiary of
the off-the-record medical care at the county hospital, as was super-
visor Josie Gonzales, who remains on the board. In this way, an indi-
rect byproduct of Petre’s recommendation was to protect Gonzales
and prevent her from being embarrassed in front of her board col-
leagues. The timing of this action also serves to keep the informa-
tion from being available to Pitts.
Those knowledgeable about the contents of the hospital audit
material and the items discussed at the May 15 joint conference
committee meeting include deputy county counsel Frank Salazar;
Monique Allen, who is on the county administrative office staff; and
deputy executive officer for finance and administration Valerie Clay.
Supervisors...
continued from pg. 1
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ing, brainstorming and networking.
“Education and networking are
the two major reasons why people
come to association events, and if you can provide that in a richer
way, that’s a good thing,” Ball says. “When you boil meetings
down to the most essential element, we are bringing people togeth-
er.”
Because of the industry it represents, the NAR is able to lock
down some high-profile speakers, such as former Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton, for the upcoming 2013 REALTORS
Conference & Expo. Landing a speaker with that much fame might
not be possible for many smaller associations, but there are still plen-
ty of opportunities to provide engaging educational content. “Every
year our education director is staying on top of the trends and the
issues, and she works very, very, closely with each of our internal
departments as well as a committee of our members who give us
really valuable input on some of the challenges going on in the
industry,” Fitch-Markham says. “She then collects all of that input
and works to develop a really broad education program that’s also
current to the challenges realtors are facing in their business.”
The ALA also has some famous speakers lined up for 2013,
including authors Alice Walker, Khaled Hosseini and Steven D.
Levitt, but Mackay agrees that great educational sessions are para-
mount to any successful association event. “The basics haven’t
changed; to keep attendees engaged we need to be sure that the con-
tent of sessions is relevant, current, engaging, and will genuinely
offer attendees innovative ideas and solutions to challenges they face
in their work,” Mackay says. “We go for a good mixture of speak-
ers, including thought-leaders and experts from both within and out-
side the field.”
Attendance...
continued from pg. 20
Cortus Named Certified
Financial Planner®
William J. “Bill” Cortus, CFP®, financial consultant at
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans in Ontario has been authorized by
the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards (CFP Board) to
use the certification marks CFP®, Certified Financial Planner™ and
CFP (with flame design)® in accordance with CFP Board certifica-
tion and renewal requirements. Cortus
has worked at Thrivent Financial since
2003 and is responsible for developing
financial plans for individuals, families,
owners of small businesses and non-prof-
it organizations.
These marks identify those individu-
als who have met the rigorous experience
and ethical requirements of the CFP
Board, have successfully completed
financial planning coursework and have
passed the CFP® certification examina-
tion covering the following areas: the financial planning process,
risk management, investments, tax planning and management, retire-
ment and employee benefits, and estate planning. CFP® certificants
also agree to meet ongoing continuing education requirements and to
uphold CFP Board’s Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
Rules of Conduct and Financial Planning Practice Standards. CFP
Board is a nonprofit certification organization with a mission to ben-
efit the public by granting the CFP® certification and upholding it as
the recognized standard of excellence for personal financial planning.
CFP Board owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED
FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered CFP (with flame
design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully
complete initial and ongoing certification requirements. CFP Board
currently authorizes more than 61,000 individuals to use these marks
in the United States. For more about CFP Board, visit www.CFP.net.
William J. “Bill” Cortus
“This legislation dismantles an
effective, locally administered pro-
gram, replacing it with woefully
inadequate incentives and red tape. The demise of our Enterprise
Zone hurts businesses in this economy. I am equally concerned
about the hard-working people that rely on these jobs to make ends
meet.”
The Enterprise Zone program offered hiring credits, sales and use
tax credits and a few more reasonable benefits to employers located
in one of 40 enterprise zones. The 56-square-mile Coachella Valley
Enterprise Zone Authority (CVEZA) is Riverside County’s only des-
ignated Enterprise Zone, spanning the cities of Coachella and Indio
and communities of Mecca, Thermal and Thousand Palms. Over the
past three years, the CVEZA issued 6,549 hiring credit vouchers with
local businesses reporting 2,247 of those as new jobs.
Assembly Bill 93 eliminated Enterprise Zones, replacing the pro-
gram with rigid qualification requirements for businesses to claim the
hiring credit. Among the limitations, only full-time employees paid
between $12 and $28 per hour will be considered for the hiring cred-
it and they must meet the criteria of long-term unemployed workers,
veterans, ex-offenders of Earned Income Tax Credit recipients.
Businesses seeking to use credits must request a tentative credit
reservation with the Franchise Tax Board within 30 days of hiring.
The local Enterprise Zone has done preliminary analysis of current
voucher data, finding that less than 1 percent of the current vouchers
would qualify under the new parameters.
Supervisor...
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from browsing and banking activity
to keystrokes. Actual views of a
computer screen, user names and
passwords, or images can be captured. Today’s technology even
allows a hacker to turn on and control a computer remotely, activate
microphones and cameras and become an employee or employer in
chats, emails and social networks. Intellectual property is also a key
target for hackers. Information such as campaign concepts, recipes or
new products on a computer system may be taken in a breach. With
a few keystrokes, an adept hacker is able to steal ideas critical to a
company’s growth.
Protecting Against Cyber Liability: A comprehensive risk
management plan
Clearly, cyber liability is a serious threat to small and medium-
sized businesses. Fortunately, a comprehensive risk management
plan can help an organization guard against a catastrophic breach.
A comprehensive risk management plan includes leadership’s
strong understanding of new notification laws, a post-breach plan, a
competent spokesperson, and cyber liability insurance. Information
for new notification laws can be found at
www.perkinscoie.com/sc_california. A post-breach plan will detail
company-wide directives for employee actions in the case of a
breach, and a spokesperson will deliver key messages to the media.
Cyber Liability Insurance
Key to an effective risk management plan is cyber liability insur-
ance. For a small or medium-sized business, it can be the life or
death difference in a cyber attack. About 80 percent of the claims in
a breach are of a first party nature. First party losses are damages to
the business itself and third party losses are damages to any person or
entity other than the breached business. Cyber insurance coverage
that protects against first and third party damage falls into two main
categories: casualty/liability and property.
Casualty/liability coverage protects against a cyber-breach event
related to network security, privacy liability, employee privacy liabil-
ity, and electronic media liability. An example would a hacker gain-
ing access to a past customer’s social security number or data from
an employee health insurance census.
The property category addresses the restoration of data, costs of
business interruptions, crisis management costs such as forensics,
fulfilling legal obligations, and cyber-extortion. It also includes
things such as the cost to comply with the new notifications laws,
credit monitoring, the loss of digital assets, cyber terrorism, security
and other expenses. Choosing the correct cyber-insurance is a chal-
lenge. Policies vary widely on coverage, sub-limits and terms.
Fortunately, there has been a dramatic drop in pricing in the last few
years as more insurers see the importance and jump on the cyber
bandwagon. A knowledgeable insurance broker to negotiate the cor-
rect terms of coverage based on a company’s individual risk is criti-
cal. Excellent coverage paired with an understanding of cyber liabil-
ity and a thorough risk management plan can help avoid or prepare
for the significant damages resulting from intrusions of an organiza-
tion’s confidential data. As the Inland Empire’s economy continues
to improve, small and medium-sized businesses that prepare for a
breach are setting the stage for economic success.
Byline information
Dan Ryan, Certified Insurance Counselor (CIC), is the managing
principal for EPIC’s new Inland
Cyber War...
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Banks in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Total Assets, 2nd Quarter Data 2013continued from page. 18
Bank Name Tangible Assets $ % Tangible Capital % Tangible Capital % Risk Based Income $ Top Executive/Title
Address (Headquarters) % Change ( R.O.A.E.) Ratio Capital Ratio Address (I.E.) if different
City, State, Zip City, State, Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Community Bank 3,172,519,000 11.69% 7.80% 11.73% 7,437,000 David P. Malone
18. 790 E. Colorado Blvd. 12.69% Chairman, President & CEO
Pasadena, CA 91101 (626) 568-2265/568-2299
www.cbank.com
Wilshire State Bank 2,782,400,000 12.06% 13.80% 18.93% 11,987,000 Jae Whan Yoo/President & CEO
19. 3200 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1400 4.22% 8045 Archibald Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90010 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 919-7755/919-7760
www.wilshirebank.com
Manufacturers Bank 2,230,110,000 3.18% 12.66% 16.96% 2,251,000 Mitsugu Serizawa
20. 515 S. Figueroa St. 4.87% Chairman & CEO
Los Angeles, CA 90071 (213) 489-6200/489-6767
www.manubank.com
Pacific Mercantile Bank 935,616,000 -5.88% 13.44% 16.93% 1,870,000 Steven K. Buster
21. 3257 East Guasti Rd., Ste. 110 -30.22% President & CEO
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 937-7260/390-6404
www.pmbank.com
Security Bank of California 490,140,000 6.87% 10.31% 15.16% 895,000 James A. Robinson
22. 3403 Tenth St., Ste. 100 1.39% Chairman & CEO
Riverside, CA 92501 (951) 368-2265/368-2271
www.securitybankca.com
Bank of Hemet 460,733,000 21.60% 12.04% 15.77% 2,993,000 Kevin R. Farrenkopf
23. 3715 Sunnyside Dr. -0.75% President & CEO
Riverside, CA 92506 (951) 248-2000/784-5791
www.bankofhemet.com
American Security Bank 418,435,000 6.79% 10.05% 16.48% 940,000 Dana R. Johnson/Chairman & CEO
24. 1401 Dove St. 14.43% 2163 Compton Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92660 Corona, CA 92881
(951) 739-7171/(949) 263-1290
www.amsecbank.com
CommerceWest Bank, N.A. 338,752,000 10.73% 14.36% 22.42% 1,388,000 Ivo A. Tjan
25. 2111 Business Center Dr. 1.81% Chairman, President & CEO
Irvine, CA 92612 (949) 251-6959/251-6958
www.cwbk.com
Community Commerce Bank 245,796,000 9.98% 18.16% 21.17% 1,100,000 William M. Lasher
26. 390 W. Foothill Blvd. -10.18% President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 625-7891/265-0342
www.ccombank.com
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Michael R. Natzic with Crowell, Weedon & Co. / SNL Securities. Copyright 2013 by IEBJ.
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ARE YOU PAYING THE IRS TOO MUCH MONEY IN TAXES?
Part II – Section 79 Illustrated
By Edward Allen MBA. Independent Broker
In the Aug. 1st 2013 edi-
tion; the article “Are You
Paying the IRS Too Much
Money in Taxes?,” provides a
succinct account of Section 79,
a solution base, cash value
building life insurance option
which offers considerable
retirement planning benefits, in
addition to significant tax
advantages for high-income
earners, business owners or
their key employees.
Moreover, a Section 79 plan
affords for the insured, a sub-
stantial amount of life insur-
ance protection, with the poten-
tial to substantially supplement
ones retirement years by
accessing the policies cash
value on a tax-free basis.
For example, Policy
Owner-A; a business owner, or
key employee of a C corpora-
tion, at 44 years of age, record-
ed W-2 earnings of $350,000
from the previous year.
Married with four young chil-
dren, and in excellent health,
he/ she currently has a minimal
life insurance policy in place
that will protect his /her fami-
ly’s lifestyle in the event of an
untimely passing. As a result,
Policy Owner- A; decides to
invest in a Section 79 plan that
provides an additional $2.2
million dollars, in which the
company contributes $100,000
per year into a properly struc-
tured index universal life insur-
ance chasse for five consecu-
tive years.
With that in mind, the cor-
poration now has the benefit of
a $100,000 a year tax-deduc-
tion for five consecutive years.
Nonetheless, in this example
(Policy Owner-A), will also
need to contribute on average
$62,000 a year in addition to
and in conjunction with the
aforementioned contributions.
Consequently, and after only
being required to fund the poli-
cy for five years; 16 years later,
(considering there are no loans
or policy withdrawals which
have taken place) a substantial
amount of cash value is now
available for the Section 79
policy owner in the amount of
$800,000, at a time he/she may
consider retiring at the age of
60 years old. Furthermore, with
regard to the non-guaranteed
(worst-case scenario) features
of this illustration, the policy
owner can elect to wait until
age 61 and supplement
his/her’s retirement with over
$100,000 a year, sequentially
for 20 years, tax-free.
Unfortunately, not everyone
who may be considering a
Section 79 plan, is in excellent
health. Nevertheless, be
advised that a Section 79 plan
can also be designed to perform
in an effective manner. For
example, if (Policy Owner-A’s)
health concerns, required the
underwriter during the under-
writing process to apply a sub-
standard rating (the value of
risk to the insurance company)
at a 200% rating, (Policy
Owner-A) would have been
able to opt for a minimum
insurable benefit of $1.9 mil-
lion dollars, ensuring his / her’s
ownership of a Section 79 plan
with the same invested amount,
instead of being denied entire-
ly.
In essence, the attraction of
a Section 79 plan sides with the
employee tax exclusion, which
provides for “any portion of
premiums paid by the employ-
ee is typically excluded from
taxable income and is therefore
also tax-free”1 rather than in the
corporate deduction. In general,
Section 79 has been known for
years to provide an efficient
employer-employee benefit
that effectively correlates with
group term life insurance, and
allows for significant perma-
nent benefits under the same
umbrella, while generating a
win-win situation for all who
elect to become involved.
DISCLAIMER: The information
in this article is not intended as tax or
legal advice. Please consult with your
attorney or accountant prior to acting
upon any of the information contained
in this article. This illustration is not
valid unless accompanied by a com-
plete insurance company illustration.
Please reference a full illustration for
guaranteed values and other impor-
tant information. Actual results may
be more or less favorable.- Edward
Allen, MBA; is a seasoned California
Licensed Independent Broker,-
#0E94802 and can be reached
through email at eallen@del-
ington.com or www.delington.com.
1Tax Policy Center; Health Care:
How does the tax exclusion for
employer-sponsored health insurance
work? www.taxpolicycenter.or-
g / b r i e f i n g - b o o k / k e y -
elements/.../exclusion.cfm? - Mar 13,
2008
MILLION ON HEMET RETAIL
PROPERTIES
In recent investment activity
from the Inland Empire city of Hemet, two retail properties traded
hands in separate transactions with a combined value of over $7 mil-
lion. The properties, totaling 68k square feet of space, are Diamond
Valley Plaza and FedEx Plaza.
Diamond Valley Plaza, a neighborhood shopping center situated
on 5.14 acres at 1109-1287 South State Street, sold for $5.85 million
($101/sf). The property is anchored by Sprouts Farmers Market (not
a part of the sale), Big Cheese Pizza and Crunch Fitness. The center
was built in 1974, and remodeled in 2009. Eric P. Wohl, senior vice
president of Hanley Investment Group, represented the buyer, Time
Equities Inc of New York, NY, and the seller, a private investment
company based in Newport Beach. According to Wohl, the Hemet
market was hit very hard during the downturn in 2009-2011, but
retail leasing interest has picked up dramatically in the past 12
months, which enabled Diamond Valley Plaza to reach 92% occupan-
cy with a strong tenant mix.
In the second transaction, FedEx Plaza, a 10.6k-square-foot
multi-tenant strip center on 1.09 acres at 3000 West Florida Avenue,
sold for $1.17 million. The center was remodeled in 2008, and is
leased to national credit tenants: ColorTyme, FedEx Office and
Hanger Prosthetics. It was 84% occupied at the time of sale.
Hanley Investment Group’s Senior Vice President Kevin T.
Fryman and Senior Associate Lee T. Csenar of Hanley Investment
Group represented the seller in the sale of FedEx Plaza in Hemet.
FedEx Plaza is located at 3000 West Florida Avenue in Hemet. The
multi-tenant strip center is 10,567 square feet and situated on 1.09
acres. The center was remodeled in 2008, and is leased to 100%
national credit tenants: ColorTyme, FedEx Office and Hanger
Prosthetics. The center was 84% occupied at the time of sale. The
purchase price was $1,170,000. Hanley Investment Group’s Senior
Vice President Kevin T. Fryman and Senior Associate Lee T. Csenar
of Hanley Investment Group represented the seller, Columbus Pacific
Properties of Santa Monica. The buyer, a private investor from
Anaheim, was represented by Shaun Riley of Faris Lee Investments
in Irvine. “FedEx Plaza represented a unique opportunity to purchase
the leasehold interest in the building with the fixed options to pur-
chase the land throughout the remaining term. The buyer owns mul-
tiple retail properties in the City of Hemet including adjacent parcels
to FedEx Plaza,” said Csenar.
ALLIANCE COMMERCIAL PARTNERS INVESTS $41.5
MILLION IN INLAND EMPIRE OFFICE PRODUCT
Alliance Commercial Partners, a Denver-based privately held
real estate operating and investment company, purchased Market
Street Corporate Center I & II and
Real Estate...
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Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is
compiled based on information received from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
*1. “Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead,” by Sheryl
Sandberg (Knopf Doubleday Publishing…$24.95) (1)*
Why women’s progress in achieving leadership roles has stalled.
*2. “Doing More With Teams: The New Way to Winning,” by
Bruce Piasecki (John Wiley & Sons…$25.00) (2)
Why and how teams offer greater flexibility when used properly.
*3. “Smart Tribes: How Teams Become Brilliant Together,” by
Christine Comaford (Porfolio Hardcover…$26.95) (6)
How top managers keep their teams involved and moving forward.
*4. “Start: Punch Fear in the Face, Escape Average and Do
Work That Matters,” by Jon Acuff (Lampo Press…$22.99) (3)
Finding the courage to rise above being average.
*5. “The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and
Business,” by Charles Duhigg (Random House Publishing…$16.18)
(4)
A new view of human nature and our ability to change.
*6. “The New Digital Age: Reshaping the Future of People,
Nations and Business,” by Eric Schmidt & Jared Cohen(Alfred A.
Knopf…$26.95) (5)
Two of Google’s leaders offer their view of the future.
*7. “The Wolf of Wall Street,” by Jordan Belfort; (Random House
Publishing…$16.00)**
From Wall Street executive to federal convict in 10 years.
*8. “The Challenger Sale: Taking Control of the Customer
Conversation,” by Matthew Dixon and Brent Adamson (The
Penguin Group…$27.95) (5)
Why selling is about challenging customers.
*9. “The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable,” by
Patrick Lencioni (Jossey Bass, an imprint of Wiley…$24.95) (8)
An analysis of what makes teams work effectively.
*10. “To Sell is Human: The Surprising Truth About Moving
Others,” by Daniel H. Pink (Penguin Group…$13.90) (9)
Why all of us participate in selling.
_______________________________________________________
*(1) — Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** — Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
MANAGER’S BOOKSHELF
“Lead With a Story: A Guide
to Crafting Business Narratives
That Captivate, Convince, and Inspire,”
by Paul Smith; AMACOM, New York, New York;
2012; 280 pages; $24.95.
In case you haven’t noticed,
storytelling was once the most
popular way to make a point
within large or small organiza-
tions, and to business cus-
tomers. In fact it lasted for some
five thousand or more years.
Then in the 1960s, with the
early growth of no-nonsense
computing and technology, as
well as the increasing focus on
highly technical undergraduate
and graduate schools, the use of
storytelling as a communica-
tions tool nearly disappeared.
Fifty years later author Paul
Smith not only makes a strong
case for storytelling making a
strong comeback, he has put it
back in its old organizational
and business setting. Smith
points out: “…It wasn’t until the
early 1990s that storytelling
moved back into the realm of
business in any serious way.
This was fostered by three con-
current forces:
“1. Several academic studies
reported the effectiveness of
storytelling in the work-
place….”
“2. A member of successful
trade books explored the topic.
“3. Leading storytelling
practitioners emerged in the cor-
porate world, such as Stephen
Denning at The World Bank.
“That’s the short history.
Over the last 20 years, and espe-
cially the last decade, story-
telling has retaken its rightful
place in management’s bag of
leadership and influencing
tools.”
Smith goes on to note that
the book “adds to the growing
body of literature.” He contin-
ues, “First, it extends the useful-
ness of storytelling to a much
wider range of leadership chal-
lenges…. Second, it offers more
thorough and practical advice
for how to craft your own sto-
ries for any leadership chal-
lenge.”
“Lead With a Story” is well
thought through and well—
though differently—organized.
Smith explains why it’s some-
what different: “Many will want
to read straight through, chapter
by chapter…but it’s crucial that
you read in that order. The
‘how-to’ chapters are inter-
spersed throughout the book. If
you’re eager to learn how, you
can read those chapters first. If
you’re already an accomplished
storyteller and are mostly look-
ing for stories to add to your
collection, start with the ‘leader-
ship challenges’ chapters.
And, of course, anytime you
find yourself in one of these
tough challenges, refer back to
the appropriate chapter.”
The big question you may
be asking yourself at this point
is why has storytelling come
back to life in business?
According to Smith, the short
answer is this: because it works.
Top companies in the Fortune
500 (including P&G and GE)
have formally adopted the tech-
nique as part of their leadership
training and general employee
training. They watched substan-
tial growth take place in infor-
mation retention and improved
intra-personnel working rela-
tionships.  
One of the stories that Smith
tells about using storytelling to
“lead change” deals with Jack
Welch of GE: “Jack listened
politely for a while [in a 1981
the nuclear reactor sales depart-
ment predicted three or four
sales] and then dropped a bomb-
shell. ‘Guys, you’re not going to
get three orders a year. In my
opinion, you’ll never get anoth-
er order for a nuclear reactor in
the U.S.” They were shocked,
they argued that if they took
those orders out of the plan, it
would kill morale.
Jack didn’t buy it. GE
restaffed the business to focus
on a service model…. When
Jack retired 20 years later, the
company still hadn’t gotten a
single new order for a nuclear
reactor in the United States.”
That story points out that
“the first step to change is get-
ting people to admit change is
needed. Delivering a ‘reality
check’ like Jack Welch usually
works. Tell Jack’s story of the
nuclear reactors; then deliver
your own reality check.”
The book is clear and lucid-
ly written.  It’s more than a how-
to book because it explains why
people will listen to good news
or bad news while treating them
as adults. It’s certainly one of
the most interesting books that
has come along.  What’s more
it’s a banquet of ideas at the
price of an early bird dinner.      
Henry Holtzman
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Riverside Gateway I & II for $41.5
million. The acquisition consists of
two Class A office parks containing
five buildings and totaling 223.6k square feet ($186/sf) in Riverside.
The properties were sold by Pacific Coast Capital Partners, real
estate finance and investment management firm located in El
Segundo, and the Muller Company, investment firm based in Laguna
Hills. According to CBRE, this is the largest office sale in the Inland
Empire to date in 2013.
CBRE’s Michael Kendall, senior vice president; Philip
Woodford, senior vice president; Kevin Shannon, vice chairman;
Scott Schumacher, first vice president; Ken White, senior vice presi-
dent; and Rebecca Perlmutter Finkel, director represented the sellers
in the transaction. “Both office parks are well-positioned within
downtown Riverside, which serves as the administrative and legal
hub of both the city and county of Riverside,” says Shannon. “Inland
Empire office product is a great contrarian bet right now in my opin-
ion. The discount to 2007 pricing and replacement cost provides
Alliance with a very attractive basis for best in class product for the
market. The comparative smaller size of the office market allows for
a quicker leasing market recovery especially for Class A product
which is now occurring.“
Market Street Corporate Center I & II is located at 2190, 2280,
and 2300 Market Street in downtown Riverside and consists of three
Class A office buildings totaling 133.5k square feet of office space.
The buildings were constructed between 2005 and 2006. Riverside
Gateway I & II is located 3480 & 3550 Vine Street, also in downtown
Riverside, and includes two Class A office buildings totaling 90.2k
square feet of office space. The buildings were constructed between
2003 and 2004. Combined, the office parks are leased to a diversified
tenant mix in various industries including the County of Riverside,
American Express, Metro PCS, Caremore Health Plan, Brandman
University, FBI, Fidelity National Title, Robert Half International
and Merrill Lynch. The combined occupancy of both projects was
approximately 92 percent at the time of sale.
“Key drivers to the Inland Empire’s economic growth and recov-
ery include improved housing affordability and the low cost of doing
business,” said Kendall. “The Inland Empire’s low rents continue to
offer a strong competitive advantage for the region in contrast to
other Southern California office markets.”
CROWN REALTY LEASES ONTARIO FACILITY TO AN
HONEST COMPANY
The Honest Company, a leading distributor of baby products, has
leased a 130.6k square foot industrial facility in the Inland Empire
city of Ontario. The three-year deal has a total value of approximate-
ly $2 million, which averages out to $0.43/sf/mo. The building is
located at 1950 S. Vintage Avenue, just east of I-15 and south of I-10.
The Honest Company, which plans to move into the premises in
August, will occupy the entire building, which is owned by Crown
Associates Realty Inc. Brian McLoughlin and David Fults, senior
vice presidents in Voit Real Estate Services’ Los Angeles office rep-
resented the tenant in the lease negotiations.
PAIR OF RECENT INLAND EMPIRE MULTIFAMILY
SALES TOTAL OVER $55 MILLION
A Bay Area-based private investment group recently completed
the sales of two Inland Empire apartment communities totaling 384
units and totaling $55.75 million in price. The properties, located in
the cities of Riverside and Moreno Valley, were sold by Hendricks-
Berkadia’s Dean Zander, Vince Norris and Spencer Scott on behalf of
the same seller in both transactions. In the more recent sale, which
closed escrow July 12th, DLPG
Real Estate...
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Lacey Kendall Broadcast Advisor at
Cal State San Bernardino has Been
Named President of the Inland
Empire Chapter of the American
Advertising Federation (AAF)
Kendall served as vice president of the AAF last year where she
played a key role in the annual ADDY awards, a gala that recog-
nizes excellence in advertising throughout the Inland Empire. She
also helped organize monthly educational programs and fundraising
events for the local chapter.
“I’m so excited to serve as president of the AAF for this com-
ing year. This chapter has a long history of service to the advertis-
ing community in the Inland
Empire and I am looking forward
to continuing that tradition.” Her
goals for the coming year are, “To
increase membership, host an
incredible ADDY award competi-
tion and strengthen relationships
with local colleges and universities
who offer advertising as an aca-
demic major,” says Kendall.
“We also believe that advertis-
ing students should be better con-
nected to the professional organi-
zation that represents their indus-
try. This year we’re going to work
to improve those relationships
with this AAF chapter and increase
the academic scholarships we
already offer to deserving advertising students.”
Kendall, 52, of North Rialto became interested in radio broad-
casting at San Bernardino Valley College in 1979 where she hosted
‘Bluegrass Alive!’ Since then she has worked as a producer, man-
ager and on-air host for radio stations in Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and Ventura Counties.
Hired to cast voices for worldwide radio and TV commercials at
Voice Over LA Studios in Hollywood, she worked on the George
H.W. Bush presidential campaign and with clients such as Nike,
Touchstone Pictures, Men’s Health Magazine and McDonalds.
In 1994 she started 909Creative, an Inland Empire commercial
production company. She has also taught radio broadcasting at San
Bernardino Valley College and at the University of LaVerne. And
in 2003 she worked with American radio news legend Daren Lane
to build KCAA/NBC News Radio where she served as operations
manager.
In 2007 Kendall was hired as the broadcast consultant at Cal
State San Bernardino, where today she advises over 140 students
who are studying broadcasting, marketing, advertising and station
management. Her duties include managing Coyote Radio, the Cal
State radio station, and she produces My Awesome Empire, a radio
show about the Inland Empire and the Isla Earth Radio Series,
broadcast over 300 stations in the U.S. and heard by over seven mil-
lion weekly listeners. Additionally she continues to host a Saturday
show on 96.7 KCAL Rocks where she first worked 33 years ago.
Kendall was born in Lakewood, Ca. and grew up in Rialto. She
earned a B.A. in radio broadcasting from the University of La Verne
and a M.A in Communications from Cal State San Bernardino.
Lacey Kendall
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We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Invitations,
Themes.
4231 Winevi l le  Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951)  685-5376 or (951)  360-9180
www.gal leanowinery.com
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places
Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily
RESTAURANT REVIEW
High Altitude, Higher Quality
By Ashley Bennett, IE Weekly
Madlon’s Restaurant in Big
Bear is the Only Way to Dine
Right!
We Californians like to
think that we live in the fast
lane. Most of the time, we do—
as we speed down freeways,
perform infamous California
“rolling stops” and dine out
with the assumption that it
won’t take more than 15 min-
utes to get our food. There’s no
need for patience as most
restaurants are criticized for
their lack of haste. You’ll soon
realize that the cuisine at
Madlon’s Restaurant in Big
Bear is very different—while
the meals take time to create, it
offers a menu of the highest
quality.
Madlon’s is a quaint cottage
right off of Big Bear Boulevard.
It doesn’t quite belong in the
scene of cabins, as the place
looks more like it’s a fairy-tale
house in the woods, complete
with a white-picked fence.
Although upon entering you’ll
realize that Madlon’s is actually
a high-end restaurant in a com-
pact space. Seating here is lim-
ited (and reservations are highly
recommended) but the booths
have more than enough room
for a party of four to sit com-
fortably. Sparkling yellow-
white lights soften the atmos-
phere, making guests comfort-
able and relaxed. If that’s not
how you feel here, then you’re
not dining right.
My dining partner and I
started with a order of the Spicy
Garlic Shrimp, which was made
up of six or seven large shrimp
and a handful of sliced mush-
rooms bathed in a garlic infused
wine and lemon sauce. Each
prawn soaked up the sauce,
making every bite a juicy treat.
Plus you’re actually given a
shrimp fork—fancy, eh? If
you’d rather try something
more suitable for a chilly
evening on the mountain, try
the Creamy Jalapeno soup; its
soul-warming with just a hint of
spice.
It takes time to craft a mas-
terpiece and Madlon’s owners
Robert and Chelsie Orr proudly
create each dish with their
French techniques acquired
from Le Cordon Bleu. It’s
important to note that the food
you order will not take an exag-
gerated amount of time but
rather the correct amount of
time to make each dish perfect. 
We waited a while for our
food and after a perfect oppor-
tunity to catch up with good
conversation, it finally arrived.
The Chicken Florentine was a
massive chicken breast, topped
with spinach and picatta sauce,
which retained every bit of
moisture in its long-time cook-
ing. The result was a delicious
meal that could absolutely be
split between two people (Note:
the split-plate fee applies here).
No matter how enticing the
menu (Madlon’s has a variety of
quality meats, including veal,
filet mignon and porterhouse) I
always gravitate towards
salmon. It’s lean, and it’s almost
always decorated with a few
creative toppings in the “sweet”
category. The particular order of
salmon I chose arrived as a gen-
erously large slice of fish, driz-
zled with honey atop a bed of
buttery mashed potatoes. Each
fork-full a light flavor of honey
mixing with delicate meat in
every bite.
By the completion of our
meals, there was hardly any
room left for dessert . . . but I
can never say no to an order of
Chocolate Bread Pudding. I’ll
admit that I expected a smaller
portion of bread pudding (as is
customary with other SoCal
restaurants to give you some
tiny, pathetic portion of a
dessert). Instead I got a large
pan of the stuff topped with a
mountain of whipped cream.
Beneath that were multiple
rows of bread, alternating
between well-saturated layers
of gooey, sweet chocolate.
Madlon’s is an amazing
find. The food here has quality
that few restaurants can match
down the mountain, and know-
ing that the owners take care of
each order with such pride truly
makes the experience well
worth the wait.
Madlon’s Restaurant, 829
W. Big Bear Blvd., Big Bear
City, (909) 585-3762;
www.madlonsrestaurant.com.
AE, V, MC.
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MOTIVATIONAL
Labor (Day) Pains? Five Surefire Ways to Make Getting Back to Your
Post-Summertime Workload Less Painful and More Productive
Summer is rapidly coming
to a close. Labor Day, which
typically heralds the (unofficial)
end of summer, is early this
year. That means even sooner
than usual, we’ll have to make
the annual transition from laid-
back, low-pressure August to
nose-to-the-grindstone, time-to-
get-serious September. You may
have taken a vacation this sum-
mer, but business challenges,
customer demands, and year-
end sales goals didn’t. Time to
shift your brain from standby
mode to “all systems go”…and
it’s not always fun or easy.
Fortunately, according to
creative problem-solving
experts Mitchell Rigie and
Keith Harmeyer, it is possible to
cushion that jolting reentry to
our professional reality. All it
takes is rethinking some long-
held assumptions and exploring
new ways of tackling old, famil-
iar challenges.
“You can’t change the calen-
dar,” says Harmeyer, “But you
can change the way you think
about the calendar. And when
you do, you’ll be shocked by the
difference it makes in your work
life.”
“Many people have a deep
belief that summertime is great
and going back to work is not so
great,” adds Rigie. “But that’s
just an assumption we probably
picked up in childhood when it
was time to go back to school.
What’s great is that you can
clear out that negativity simply
by choosing to view the situa-
tion differently, and thereby
allowing yourself to see new
possibilities.”
Here are a few examples of
how you can think differently in
order to get a jump on things,
plan ahead, engage in a little
pre-autumn creative problem
solving, and make your “chill
mode” to “work mode”
changeover as positive and pro-
ductive as possible.
1. Ease Into It—Your
mind may still be on baseball,
snorkeling, and suntan lotion.
But during these final days of
summer, it’s time to start think-
ing, just a bit, about what will be
waiting for you on Tuesday,
September 3rd. No need for
heavy lifting here; just imagine
what will be going on when you
return. In your mind, envision
your coworkers, your boss, your
team, and even your clients or
customers. What kinds of tasks
will you all be working on?
What types of meetings will
take place?
“The idea is to get motivat-
ed, even excited, about being
productive,” advises Harmeyer.
“Just taking this mental journey
through future-gazing can help
ease your transition back to the
office.” 
2. Set Some Tentative
Goals—Why not take it one
step further and actually identify
some things you’d like to get
done? Take a few minutes, clear
your mind, and create an “aspi-
ration list” of things you want to
accomplish during the last four
months of the year. What
changes would you like to make
in your work routine? How can
you inspire and coach your
coworkers or team to be more
productive and successful?
What personal and organiza-
tional goals would you like to
put in place?
“Think big and make it
real,” says Rigie. “This will help
prevent end-of-vacation dread,
because you won’t have to go
from zero to sixty the first day
back after Labor Day. You’ll
have set yourself up for suc-
cess…and the moment you get
back you’ll have something tan-
gible and worthwhile to focus
on.”
3. Ask Yourself, What’s
So Terrible About Work,
Anyway?—If you’re not look-
ing forward to the intensity of
autumn, that’s probably based
on your belief that whatever
you’re doing now is more
enjoyable than what you’ll be
doing then. Vacation and sum-
mertime activities are certainly
fun. But so are creative chal-
lenges, stimulating projects,
positive collaboration with col-
leagues, and meaningful
achievements. So why not
choose to embrace what lies
ahead?
“Start looking at fall as the
season for rekindling possibili-
ties after recharging your batter-
ies over the summer,” recom-
mends Harmeyer. “Plus, you’ll
soon have the holidays (and
maybe a year-end bonus) to
look forward to, as well!”
4. Cross Your T’s and Dot
Your I’s—Every good scout
knows to always have close at
hand whatever tools he or she
needs to tackle any foreseeable
challenge. But how about you?
Are you prepared?
“Is your contact list clean
and up to date?” asks Rigie. “Do
you have the necessary apps
installed on your smartphone,
tablet, and/or computer, and
have they all been updated to
the most recent versions? Is
your schedule handy and accu-
rate? Make sure you have every-
thing you need to start the
month efficiently and effective-
ly, rather than spending your
first few days getting systems in
order.”
5. Get in Touch With
Your Colleagues—Often, we
aren’t in regular contact with
our team or coworkers during
the summer months. Vacations,
days off, and lightened work-
loads often result in less fre-
quent communication. So why
not reach out and reestablish
contact with important cowork-
ers before you get back to the
office?
“Make a quick call or shoot
them a brief email,” advises
Harmeyer. “Try to do your per-
sonal ‘catching up’ before you
return to the office, so that you
can all be optimally productive
and focused from the get-go.”
“Managing the inevitable
transition at summer’s end is
really all about being aware of
what’s going to happen,
acknowledging what needs to be
done, and taking some small
action steps,” says Harmeyer.
“Be creative! Use your imagina-
tion and problem-solving skills.
Just doing something, anything,
to prepare for your return will
make a dramatic difference.”
“Heading back to work after
continued on page 33
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Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
Ranked by Number of Roomscontinued from page. 10
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2013 by IEBJ.
B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=Non-
Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
Hotel # of Rooms Total Meeting Max. Sq. Ft. Rate Range Amenities Top Local Executive
Address # of Suites Sq. Ft. Exhibit Area * May be Title
City, State, Zip Largest Group Seasonal Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address
Spa Resort Casino 230 6,500 1,800 $69-199 CR,F,FP,GS,H, Cj Gram
19. 100 N. Indian Canyon Dr. 20 200 N,P,X,I,R,RS General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 883-1000/325-3344
www.sparesortcasino.com
Miramonte Resort 215 10,400 N/A $99-349 B,FP,N,C,G,P,GS,R, Stan Kantowski
20. 45-000 Indian Wells Ln. 66 350 H,T,CR,I,F,L General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 (760) 341-2200/568-0541
reservations@miramonteresort.com
Residence Inn by Marriott 200 N/A N/A $99-139 F,FP,N,P,CB, Cynthia Ybarra
21. 2025 Convention Center Way 200 CR,I,H,CH,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 S,SD,ST,T (909) 937-2464/937-2462
www.marriott.com
DoubleTree Hotel Claremont 190 13,500 13,500 $119-199 B,GS,P,F,FP,N,D, Andrew Behnke
22. 555 W. Foothill Blvd. 4 400 CR,I,R,L,H,W,X General Manager
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 626-2411/624-0756
abehnke@doubletreeclaremont.com
Holiday Inn Ontario Airport 180 3,900 na $99-189 B,FP,R,RS Daren Fousier
23. 2155 E. Convention Center Way 7 200 General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 212-8000/418-6703
www.holidayinn.com
Lake Arrowhead Resort & Spa 173 11,000 5,000 $159-350 CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N, Chris Cline
24. 27984 Highway 189 11 400 P,R,T,W,OC,SD,ST General Manager
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 (909) 336-1511/336-1378
www.laresort.com
Ayres Hotel & Suites 167 10,000 4,000 $109-179 F,I,P,CH,FP,N,X, Amy Delgadillo
25. 1945 E. Holt Blvd. 167 400 R,H,CR General Manager
Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 390-7778/390-1498
www.ayreshotels.com
Hotel Zoso 165 22,500 22,000 $199-269 B,C,CR,F,GS,H,I,W, Tam Grar
26. 150 S. Indian Canyon Dr. 5 250 G,L,N,P,R,T,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 325-9676/969-6600
www.hotelzoso.com
Sheraton Ontario Airport Hotel 164 3,000 3,000 $99-239 B,C,CB,FP,N,P,CR,I,R, Alfonso Tores
27. 429 N. Vineyard Ave. 2 60 F,L,H,CH,W,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 937-8000/937-8028
www.sheraton.com
Courtyard by Marriott 163 1,300 na $89-125 B,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,SD,ST,W Brad Heard
28. 1510 University Ave. 100 General Manager
Riverside, CA 92507 (951) 276-1200/787-6783
www.marriott.com
Shilo Hilltop Suites & Hotel 161 11,200 $102-258 B,C,CB,CR,F,FP,H,I,L,N, Monica Lopez
29. 3101 Temple Ave. 130 600 6,000 P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,SR,W,X General Manager
Pomona, CA 91768 (909) 598-7666/598-5654
www.shiloinns.com
Indian Wells Resort Hotel 155 7,000 4,800 $89-299 C,GS,T,R,FP,GC,B,CB,G, Brad Weimer
30. 76-661 Highway 111 29 380 CB,F,CH,CR,N,P,I,R,L,H,X General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 (760) 345-6466/772-5083
www.indianwellsresort.com
Northwoods Resort 148 9,000 4,000 $109-599 B,C,CR,F,FP, Jimmy Negrori
31. 40650 Village Dr. 9 400 GS,H,I,L,N,P,R General Manager
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 (909) 866-3121/866-1451
www.northwoodsresort.com
La Quinta Inn & Suites Ontario Airport 144 675 675 $79-149 FP,N,P,CB,H, Alex Oh
32. 3555 Inland Empire Blvd. 8 40 W,C,CR,I,F,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 476-1112/476-1121
www.lqi.com
Ayres Suites Ontario at the Mills Mall 140 2,222 1,190 $125-375 FP,N,P,CB,H, Carlos Mendoza
33. 4370 Mills Cir. 8 80 CR,F,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 481-0703/484-2601
cmendoza@ayreshotels.com
Aloft Ontario 136 504 N/A $99-299 B,CB,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L, Gonzalo Rodriguez
34. 10480 Fourth St. 35 N,OC,P,SD,W,X General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 484-1685/484-6491
christina.slim@aloftontario-rc.com
Hyatt Place 127 850 N/A $119-249 B,FP,N,P,CB,CH, na
35. 4760 E. Mills Cir. 57 H,CR,I,W,F,X
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 980-2200/758-5212
www.hyattplace.com
Fairfield Inn By Marriott 116 N/A N/A $79-99 B,CB,CR,F,,P,SD,ST Denise Guard
36. 3201 E. Centre Lake Dr. 0 General Manager
Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 390-9855/390-9835
ffi.ontfi.gm@marriott.com
continued on page. 31
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabeticallycontinued from page. 17
Course Name Mgmt. Co. or Owner Green Fees: Length of Course (Yds.) Year Built Top Local Pro or Manager
Address Type of Course Weekdays # Rounds played Yearly Course Designer Title
City, State, Zip Membership Fees Weekends Reservation Phone Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Oak Valley Golf Club Oak Valley Mgmt., LLC $35-55 7,003 1990 Mike Pearson
38. 1888 Clubhouse Dr. Public $45-75 4,000 Landmark Signature Design Director of Golf
Beaumont, CA 92223 N/A (909) 769-7200 (951) 769-7200/769-1229
www.oakvalleygolf.com
Pala Mesa Resort Jim Stone $60 6,502 1964 Jay Lee
39. 2001 Old Highway 395 Resort Public $90 65,000 Dick Rossen General Manager
Fallbrook, CA 92028 N/A (760)728-5881 (760) 731-6803/723-8292
prockwood@palamesaresort.com
Palm Desert Country Club GP Golf $20-$75 6,800 (Blue Tees) 2005 Dave Simmons
40. 77-200 California Dr. Semi-Private (Seasonal) 40,000 na General Manager
Palm Desert, CA 92211 Yes (Twilight Available) (760) 345-2525 (760) 345-2525/360-3543
mjohnson@pdcc.com
Palm Desert Resort Country Club SR Mutualnv. Corp. $25-$90 6,585 1980 Matt Gebel
41. 77-333 Country Club Dr. Resort 36,000 Joe Mullenux General Manager
Palm Desert, CA 92211 $5,000 (760) 345-2791 (760) 345-2781/345-6523
www.theresorter.com
Paradise Knolls Golf Club American Golf Corp. $35 6,281 1964 Jeff Walser
42. 9330 Limonite Ave. Public - Daily Fee $47 65,000 Leonard Wood General Manager
Riverside, CA 92509 N/A (909) 685-7034 (951) 685-7034/685-8504
gm@paradiseknolls.com
PGA West KSL Recreation $235-$250 All Championship Length 1986-1999 Michael Kelly
43. PGA Blvd. 4 Private/2 Resort $235-$250 250,000 Dye, Nicklaus, Palmer, Executive Director
La Quinta, CA 92253 $100,000 Weiskopf, Norman (760) 564-7100/564-7156
(760) 564-7606 www.pgawest.com
Rancho Mirage Country Club RMDI Corp. $25-$85 6,111 1983 Mark Startup
44. 38-500 Bob Hope Dr. Public 40,000 Harold Heers Head Golf Pro
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 $3,600-4,800 (760) 324-4711 (760) 324-4711/324-1165
www.ranchmiragegolf.com
Redhawk Golf Club Pacific Golf $35-70 6,755 (Blue Tees) 1990 Gina Dells
45. 45100 Redhawk Parkway Public $55-90 42,000 Ron Fream Golf Operations Manager
Temecula, CA 92592 $2,750-$3,250 (800) 451-HAWK (951) 302-3850/302-3851
www.mcmillin.com
San Bernardino Golf Club J.G. Golfing $33 5,779 1967 Tom Self
46. 1494 S. Waterman Public $44 75,000 Dan Brown General Manager
San Bernardino, CA 92408 $60 (Men’s Club) (909) 885-2414 (909) 885-2414
www.sanbernardinogolfclub.com
The Golf Club at Rancho CA So. Cal. Golf Association $35-55 7,060 1971 Cody Cunningham
47. 39500 Robert Trent Jones Parkway Public $45-85 55,000 Robert Trent Jones Sr. Director of Golf
Murrieta, CA 92563 N/A (909) 677-7446 (951) 677-7446/677-7449
www.scgagolfcourse.com
Shandin Hills Golf Course Eagle Golf $49 6,517 1983 Tony Chavez
48. 3380 Little Mountain Dr. Public $36 na Carey Bickler General Manager
San Bernardino, CA 92405 N/A (909) 886-0669 (909) 886-0669/881-2138
www.shandinhillsgolf.com
Sierra Lakes Golf Club Donovan Brothers Golf Inc. $46-54 6,805 2000 Rick Danruther
49. 16600 Clubhouse Dr. Public $74 N/A Ted Robinson General Manager, PGA
Fontana, CA 92336 N/A (909) 350-2500 (909) 350-2500/350-4600
www.sierralakes.com
Soboba Springs Royal Vista Golf Course Soboba Band $59 6,888 1967 na
50. 1020 Soboba Rd. Semi-Private $75 60,000 Desmond Muirhead
San Jacinto, CA 92583 Variable (909) 654-9354 (951) 654-9354/654-6068
www.sobobaspringscc.com
Tahquitz Creek Golf Resort Arnold Palmer Golf Mgmt. $39-99 6,775/6,705 (L) 1957/(R) 1995 Brandon Alexander
51. 1885 Golf Club Dr. Public $44-99 90,000 Billy Bell/Ted Robinson General Manager 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 N/A (760) 328-2375/324-8122 (760)328-2375/324-8122
balexander@centurygolf.com
Temecula Creek Inn JC Golf $55-60 6,605/6,690/6,784 N/A Curtis Rowe
52. 44501 Rainbow Canyon Rd. Semi-Private $80 85,000 Dick Rossen/Ted Robinson Director of Golf
Temecula, CA 92592 Yes (909) 676-2405 (951) 676-2405/506-9640
crowe@jcresorts.com
Upland Hills Country Club Upland Hills Dev. $40 5,980 1983 Mike Winn
53. 1231 E. 16th St. Semi-Priv./Publ. & Memb. $60 60,000 David Rainville General Manager
Upland, CA 91784 $2,300 - $6,000 (909) 946-4711 (909) 946-4711/946-1961
www.golfuplandhills.com
Vellano Counry Club Kemper Sports $80-120 6,935 2007 Jim Fitzimmen
54. 2441 Vellano Club Dr. Private N/A Greg Norman GM
Chino Hills, CA 91709 $40,000 (909) 597-2801 (909) 597-2801/597-4451
www.experiencevellano.com
Westin Mission Hills Pete Dye Crse. Troon Golf $140 6,706 1988 Jon Vespar
55. 71-501 Dinah Shore Dr. Resort $160 40,000+ Pete Dye Director of Golf
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 N/A (760) 328-3198 (760) 328-3198/770-4984
www.westinmissionhillsgolf.com
Whispering Lakes Golf Club City of Ontario $19 6,700 1960 Tim Walsh
56. 2525 Riverside Dr. Public $23 70,000+ Wm. A. Tucker Head PGA Professional
Ontario, CA 91761 N/A (909) 923-3673 (909) 923-3673/923-3691
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Moines University and his Ph.D
degree from Walden University.
As medical director at ARMC,
he will be responsible for a wide range of duties, including: oversight
of the delivery of medical services; development and implementation
of policies and procedures in accordance with applicable laws relat-
ed to medical services; monitoring of daily patient care activities;
providing a clinical perspective on all matters related to medical serv-
ices to the administrative team; and serving as a liaison between
ARMC and the physician corporations in matters relating to the med-
ical services they provide.
ARMC’s medical services are provided by 21 private physician
corporations that hold contracts with ARMC/County of San
Bernardino. Those corporations compose an ARMC medical staff of
nearly 400 physicians providing services in 26 specialties.
Dr. Pitts joins ARMC at a critical time as he will assist in guiding
the medical center through the implementation of the Affordable
Care Act. The Individual Mandate portion of the law providing health
coverage to millions of uninsured Americans will take effect Jan.1,
2014. “I’m excited to join the ARMC family and take on the chal-
lenges that we are facing, in particular those that reform will bring,”
said Dr. Pitts, an emergency room physician since 1975 who also
holds a clinical professorship at the University of California, Irvine
Medical Center. “This new law will result in thousands of area resi-
dents receiving health care coverage for the first time, and we must
be prepared to handle the expected influx of new patients while main-
taining high quality care.”
Dr. Pitts believes ARMC will play a key role in the successful
implementation of the Affordable Care Act and future of quality
health care in the area because of its unique services and expansive
teaching programs. ARMC’s teaching programs are composed of 167
resident physicians training in 11 service areas and 122 medical stu-
dents. “ARMC is an amazing place, especially in terms of educating
the next generation of physicians as well as its specialized services
such as the burn center, trauma center and stroke center,” he said.
“Taken together, these programs and services will ensure that resi-
dents of our county have a vibrant and comprehensive medical cen-
ter in their community.”
Dr. Pitts has been very active in organized medicine, having
served as president and board member for the Orange County
Medical Association. In addition, he is past president of the American
Heart Association, Orange County Chapter; and serves as a volunteer
physician for the American Red Cross.
Ontario’s Lauren Althaus inducted into Thrivent Financial
for Lutherans Hall of Fame
Lauren Althaus, CFP, ChFC, CLU, MBA of Ontario was one of
11 financial representatives recently inducted into the prestigious
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans Hall of Fame. Althaus is a wealth
advisor for the Southwest region of Thrivent Financial.
The Hall of Fame is one of the highest honors Thrivent Financial
gives to members of its field organization. Those inducted have at
least 20 years of service to the organization, a commitment to help-
ing others achieve financial security and a passion for providing out-
standing customer service to Thrivent Financial members. Among
Thrivent Financial’s nearly 2,300 financial representatives—profes-
sionals who offer a broad range of financial products and services—
only 171 are in the Hall of Fame. Althaus attributes his successes to
hard work and a philosophy of “develop your natural skills and then
partner with people who have complementary skills.” Althaus also
credits his wife Karen’s motivation and high expectations as inspira-
tions for his success.
“Induction into our Hall of Fame acknowledges a Thrivent
Financial representative’s dedication to helping our members,” said
Knut Olson, senior vice president of Mission Advancement for
Thrivent Financial. “Lauren’s ongoing commitment to helping our
members be wise with money and live generous lives helps bring our
mission to life.” Family members, colleagues and fellow Hall of
Fame members were present for the induction ceremony. Althaus
and his wife Karen have two children, Taylor and Shane, and make
their home in Alta Loma.
Executive Notes...
continued from pg. 19
Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
Ranked by Number of Roomscontinued from page. 29
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B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=Non-
Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
Hotel # of Rooms Total Meeting Max. Sq. Ft. Rate Range Amenities Top Local Executive
Address # of Suites Sq. Ft. Exhibit Area * May be Title
City, State, Zip Largest Group Seasonal Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address
Four Points by Sheraton 115 1,300 1,300 $89-295 B,CR,F,FP,GS,H,P, Scott Gladney
37. 11960 Foothill Blvd. 3 R,RS,X General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 (909) 204-6100/204-6111
www.fourpoints.com/ranchocucamonga
Best Western Heritage Inn 107 2,300 1,300 $94-159 B,FP,N,P,CB, Jenny Liu
38. 8179 Spruce Ave. 8 175 CR,F,H,I, General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 466-1111/466-3876
rancho@greatwesternhotels.com
Ayres Inn 101 750 N/A $99 Full Buffet Breakfast, Scott Smith
39. 2260 GriffinWay 0 30 Evening Refreshments, General Manager
Corona, CA 92879 Comp. Guest Laundry, (951) 734-2140/734-4056
Exercise Room www.ayreshotels.com
Holiday Inn Express & Suites 93 737 N/A $99-250 B,CB,C,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,P Keesha Jones
40. 9589 Milliken Ave. 40 S,SD,W,X General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 581-3846/581-3949
kjones.hie1@verizon.net
Ontario Grand Inn & Suites 92 440 N/A $99-159 B,FP,F,L,Cafe,Pool,X Mathew Solis
41. 3333 Shelby St. 34 General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 948-7000/948-7008
msolis@hotelontarioca.com
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Yes
their own identity, yet they must
still be able to link arms and help
each other toward that end goal,”
she adds. “That’s the beauty of helping get people out of their Critter
State—when they have that reassuring sense that they belong to the
company overall, they don’t have to close ranks and play power
games. They can share and collaborate because now it’s safe to do
so—we’re all in this together.”
• There is no path for personal development or advance-
ment. True belonging is knowing you’re not just a cog in the
machine. It’s knowing employers care about your future and want
you to live up to your potential. It’s knowing “I might just be a stock
clerk right now but I could be a division manager one day—and the
company is willing to help me get there.” That’s why Comaford
encourages her clients to implement Individual Development Plans
for every employee at every level.
“When people see their IDP, they think, Okay, the company’s
purpose is this, my part is this, and we’re all going into this glorious
future together,” she explains. “It tells them, ‘You’re safe here;
we’re planning on you being here for a long time. You belong. We
bothered to lay out this plan just for you, and you clearly know what
you need to do to grow here. You’re part of the tribe, and we’re put-
ting energy into figuring out how you can be part of the tribe in a
bigger way.’”
Making employees feel that strong sense of belonging can send
performance into hyperdrive, says Comaford. 
“When people feel they truly belong, they will open up their
minds and do everything in their power to make sure the tribe is suc-
cessful,” she says. “They’ll come to work jazzed and engaged and
100 percent on.
“You absolutely cannot inspire this kind of presence, this deep
involvement, in employees with coercion or bribery or even logic,”
she adds. “It happens on a primal, subterranean level, and when it
does, the transformation is amazing to witness.”
To learn more, visit www.christinecomaford.com.
Exile?...
continued from pg. 6
•As usual, it will have a faster
processor, longer battery life, and
an improved camera. Not much of a
stretch there — all of these upgrades are typical of any gadget
update.
Again, it remains to be seen which of these rumors and reports
pan out. And Apple can be counted on for at least a few more sur-
prises.
There’s no arguing that Apple has set the standard for modern
mobile devices with the iPhone and the iPad. It didn't take long after
those two products launched for competitors to rush out their own
copycat devices. The Blackberry has been a strong third, but its
future remains in question.
Still it took another few years before Android was good enough
to go toe to toe with iOS, Apple’s mobile operating system.
But it’s no longer about being just as good as Apple. You have
to be better. Competitors have built upon the foundation Apple laid
in mobile and are now leapfrogging it with a bunch of useful fea-
tures you can’t find on iPhones and iPads.
The evidence is everywhere, but it’s most apparent in products
made by Apple’s biggest mobile rival, Samsung.
By now, Samsung’s Galaxy devices have become synonymous
with Android, to the point that the manufacturer has more brand
recognition than any other phone or tablet running Google’s operat-
ing system. A lot of that has to do with Samsung’s massive market-
ing budget, but you can’t ignore the fact that the company has inno-
vated a lot by creating popular new product categories that Apple is
wary to try.
The best example of this is the Galaxy Note, a smartphone-tablet
hybrid with a giant screen. When that device first hit the United
States about a year ago, critics slammed the device for being too
large. It couldn’t fit comfortably in your pocket. It was really thick.
And it came with a stylus, that relic of the Palm Pilot era, making
the Note feel like a step backward.
Apple also isn’t nearly as versatile at adding new software fea-
tures to its devices. Apple usually makes users wait a year or more
for a new version of iOS, and even then some older devices can’t
access all the latest and greatest features.
If you are reading this after the release of the new iPhone, you
know how much of what you have read here is true.
Apple CEO Tim Cook likes to say tablets—not laptops—are the
future of computing, yet it feels like Apple’s software goes out of its
way to limit what you can do on the machine.
Meanwhile there are others, especially Samsung that appear to
be innovating at a pace faster than Apple can. 
Another iPhone...
continued from pg. 39
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one basket by relying on one
source for clients, it’s also a
mistake to rely on just one mar-
keting tool. Maximize the reach
of the publicity you get in tradi-
tional media by sharing it on
social media. Put a blog, or
other content you can renew
and refresh, on your website.
Write a book. Do speaking
engagements (for free, if neces-
sary). Your audience is likely
not all huddled together in one
corner of the world. To reach
them, use a variety of marketing
tools.
Whatever it is you’re pro-
moting—your business, your
product, your book, yourself—
keep the momentum going. If
you want people to know you’re
out there, you have to stay out
there.
Marsha Friedman is a 23-
year veteran of the public rela-
tions industry. She is the CEO
of EMSI Public Relations
(www.emsincorporated.com), a
national firm that provides PR
strategy and publicity services
to businesses, professional
firms, entertainers and authors.
Marsha is the author of
“Celebritize Yourself” and she
can also be heard weekly on her
Blog Talk Radio Show, “EMSI’s
PR Insider” every Thursday at
3 p.m. EST. Follow her on
Twitter: @marshafriedman.
Rewarding?...
continued from pg. 9
in the field, and has branched
out in demand for its wedding
cakes and catering. They serve a
glorious breakfast and delec-
table sandwiches. Casteaux
French Bakery is located at 417
Healdsburg Avenue in
Healdsburg. The phone num-
ber is 707-433-1931. For tons of
history and information visit
www.costeaux.com.
A substitute for Prozac
To say this area is idyllic and
completely relaxing is an
absolute understatement. Here
is a place to unwind, forget the
pressures, and just let go.
Doctors should prescribe this
area as a substitute for Prozac.
It would save the health care
companies a bundle with the
complete rejuvenation of the
body and soul just after a few
days. Go take a massage, drink
great wine, eat great food, soak
in a hot tub, or do nothing. It’s
not so much what you do, it’s
the quiet magic of this place that
makes the difference.
Southwest is your best bet to
fly from Ontario to Healdsburg.
Camille Bounds is the travel
editor for the Western Division
of Sunrise Publications and The
Inland Empire Business
Journal. To reach Camille
Bounds e-mail bounds17@con-
centric.net.
Healdsburg...
continued from pg. 34
time off is as much a state of
mind as it is a practical reality,”
adds Rigie. “Take a few minutes
to readjust your thinking, make
a few plans, tidy up your sys-
tems and your mind. You’ll soon
discover you’re more motivat-
ed, more energized, and more
productive for your efforts.”
For more information,
please visit www.smartstorm-
ing.com.
Labor (Day)...
continued from pg. 28
design can potentially offer tax
and cash flow savings for both
Ralph and the buyers.
These are just a few of the
many ways to design the exit of
a co-owner.
Before any group of co-
owners can create a successful
exit plan they must employ pro-
fessionals to:
1. Assess the departing
owner’s needs (a retirement
income needs analysis);
2. Secure an independent
valuation of ownership inter-
ests; and
3. Assess the remaining
owner’s risk tolerance (depend-
ent on a cash flow projection).
If you are a co-owner and
are thinking about how to maxi-
mize the chances for a success-
ful exit of either you or your co-
owner, please give us a call at
(626) 387-5203. We can help
you to create a buy-out plan that
helps you to achieve your buy-
out goals.
Buying Out Your...
continued from pg. 5
this wasn’t a family member?”
and “Is this at a level where I
will be able to trust them
again?” Your answers to these
two questions will reveal a lot
about your best action plan.
Keep Your Family and
Business Strong
Of course, education of all
employees (family and non-
family), strict policies about
how the company’s assets and
resources can be used, and
enforced controls that can spot
any wrongdoing are the best
ways to reduce your family
business’ chances of falling
victim to embezzlement. 
Acknowledging what could
happen, along with some plan-
ning to prevent it, will keep
your family and business
strong, successful, and honest.
For more information,
please visit www.evolvepart-
nergroup.com or contact Lois
at lois.lang@evolvepartner-
group.com or (209) 952-1143.
Embezzlement...
continued from pg. 16
The SpyGlass Direct
Visualization System will offer
physicians high quality and
minimally invasive optical
viewing of the gastrointestinal
system. Hospital patients will
also benefit from a streamlined
medication administration
process and a secure and quick
transportation of medications
from the automated dispensing
cabinet to the patient’s bedside.
Additionally, the tribe’s dona-
tion supports a video tower that
provides live images via a cam-
era system to the surgeon from
inside the operative area in the
abdomen. “Community Hospital
is critical to our health care net-
work in the region,” said Carla
Rodriguez, chairperson of the
San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians. “This new technology
will enable the hospital to con-
tinue their efforts of providing
quality services to citizens in the
area.”
Hospital of...
continued from pg. 12
higher at 3.8%. The tax is
assessed once modified adjusted
gross income exceeds $250,000
for a married couple filing a
joint return, $200,000 for single
filers and $125,000 if a married
couple files separate returns.
Net Investment Income includes
capital gains, dividends, inter-
est, rental income and income
from annuities. It does not
include distributions from IRA
accounts.
These two new taxes for
2013 may result in unpleasant
Medicare Taxes...
continued from pg. 1
surprises in your 2013 tax bill.
Now is a good time to review
your situation with your CPA to
know the taxes that may be
lucking ahead for 2013.
Bruce Legawiec is a certi-
fied public accountant with
Osborne Rincon CPAs in La
Quinta. He can be reached at
(760) 777-9805 or biegaw-
iec@osbornerincon.com
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EXECUTIVE TIME OUT
Healdsburg—An Inviting Place to Relax
By Camille Bounds
Planning a getaway to
Monterey or San Francisco?
Think Sonoma Coast and the
Russian River region for a
serendipitous adventure into
relaxation, beauty with great
food and wine just a few hours
and a gas tank away.
The Russian River region
includes the Russian River
Valley, the Sonoma Coast and
the surrounding wine country,
about an hour and fifteen min-
utes driving time from the
Golden Gate Bridge, leads to a
“quiet” place. A place to
unwind, let go, and just simply
relax. The villages are inviting
and they seem to “dare” you not
to relax. Healdsburg is a perfect
example of a small crossroads
community that has that quality.
Named for a Quaker
Healdsburg was named after
Harmon Heald one of eight
Quaker children who came
overland with his family in 1849
from Jackson County, Missouri.
They were in search of gold but,
as the fates would have it,
Harmon instead, founded what
is now known as Healdsburg.
This place was once the best
kept secret in the area, but the
traveler that is looking for some-
where to simply relax and enjoy
good wine and good food, has
more or less let the cat out of the
bag. Healdsberg is attracting the
vacationer while still maintain-
ing its relaxing, laid back aura.
Everything Within
Walking Distance
Healdsburg has an amazing
selection of restaurants to
choose from. One after another
most are excellent—from
Italian, Thai, Chinese, and
American, and so good that you
might need a reservation some
evenings. Here is a city with
over 11,000 inhabiting the city
limits. Just about everything
including shopping, bakeries
and a brewpub, wineries and
tasting rooms and spas are with-
in walking distance from the
delightful hotels or inns on or
near the Historic Plaza.
Sample the area
The following is just a sam-
ple of the area and barely touch-
es what is available.
Start out by booking a
delightful room at the
Heladsburg Inn on the Plaza.
The inn overlooks the Historic
Plaza where everything in town
happens. Step out the front door
and you are in the midst of the
festivities of the moment. If you
want, you can avoid any activi-
ties by just going around the
corner and hop in your car and
go off to any adventure you
choose. Rooms are comfortable
with gas fireplaces, private
baths with jetted tubs, showers,
plush terrycloth robes, bal-
conies, TV, and, of course,
breakfast, (you can order
breakfast in bed), and afternoon
wine and snacks. The staff is
sincerely warm and friendly.
To book a room at the
Healdsburg Inn on the Plaza,
call 1-800-431-8663. Rates are
seasonal—Healdsburg Inn is at
112 Matheson Street in
Healdsburg.
Round your trip out with a
visit to “The Spa” at the Hotel
Healdsburg. A full-service spa
offers complete and conscious
care in tranquil surroundings.
Well-trained therapists and aes-
theticians are selected for their
credentials and experience.
Many treatments are available
such as massages, facials, mani-
cures, and pedicures. Go be
pampered and enjoy. For
appointments call 707/433-
4747—“The Spa” is at 327
Healdsburg Avenue.
A variety of eateries to test
your gourmet tastes
Great food abounds. Sake’O
is the ultimate in Japanese food.
A comfortable spot offers the
best sushi and sashimi on the
planet; the Martini Prawns are
what trying to steal a recipe is
all about. The Spanish Fly is
seared Ahi tuna topped with
avocado, tomato and red onion
in olive oil and soy with
jalapeno on top. One wonders
how they can get all of this on
one little piece of Ahi, but they
do and the combination is won-
derful. The Utah Roll is a tem-
pura prawn inside a snow crab
with a spot of tuna and a special
sauce. The delicate flavors in all
of these blend into a satisfying
gourmet’s delight, and that is
only a small sample of what is
available in this delightful little
bit of Japan. Sake’O is located
at 505 Healdsburg Avenue in
Healdsburg. For hours and
reservations call 707/433-2669.
A really fun place to go
(wear your T-shirt and shorts) is
the Bear Republic Brewing
Company. A happy, amiable
staff greets you and food keeps
coming. Steaks, burgers, salads
and, of course, beer abound.
Food is down-to-earth good,
brought hot, and at a fair price.
They cater parties and wed-
dings. Bear Republic Brewing
Company can be reached at 345
Healdsburg Avenue in
Healdsburg. The phone num-
ber is 707-433-2337.
Top the evening off with the
most scrumptious pastries at
Casteaux’s French Bakery. This
bakery has a long history and
goes back to 1923 when it was
called the French American
Bakery. After being sold, it was
expanded and renovated and
always produced top quality
breads and pastries. This bakery
still holds its supreme standard
continued on page 33
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Real Estate Investment Fund, a pri-
vate San Diego-based investor
bought the View Pointe Apartments
located in the residential submarket of Canyon Crest in the city of
Riverside for $32 million ($153.8k/unit). The highly amenitized,
208-unit asset, built in 1998 by AG Spanos Companies, consists of 18
two-story residential buildings and retains a recorded condominium
map. View Pointe’s exceptional location one mile from the
University of California Riverside with visibility from 60/215
Freeway and close proximity to Downtown Riverside and Meridian
(1,280-acre business park) made the property very attractive to sev-
eral potential investors.
In the other deal, this past April, The Reserve Apartments L.P., a
private San Diego investment group, paid $23.75 million for the
Reserve at Moreno Valley Ranch Apartments, a 176-unit, resort-style
community overlooking the 27-hole Moreno Valley Ranch Course.
The property was completed in 2005 by Alliance Residential and is
situated within Moreno Valley’s new Rancho Belago submarket.
Margie Molloy of Hendricks-Berkadia’s Inland Empire office repped
the buyer in this deal. Zander and Norris point out that “both transac-
tions represent the strong and continued demand for all well-located
multifamily assets across Southern California’s landscape.” Together
with Scott, year to date the veteran Hendricks-Berkadia team is see-
ing record-setting levels of buyer interest in all geographically desir-
able assets spanning the Inland Empire, Los Angeles County and
most recently in Orange County with their listing of The Charter, 403
units in Irvine.
ALERE PROPERTY GROUP LANDS HAUTELOOKING
TENANT FOR 600K-SQUARE-FOOT SAN BERNARDINO
FACILITY
HauteLook inked a 10-year relocation/expansion lease for an
entire 604k-square-foot facility in the city of San Bernardino.
HauteLook, the Nordstrom-owned, online shopping destination host-
ing daily limited-time, limited-inventory sale events, will more than
double its space when it relocates from its existing 300k-square-foot
Fontana location. HauteLook’s new facility is located at 17335 Glen
Helen Parkway, within the Glen Helen Distribution Center, on the
west side of the confluence of the I-15 and -215. The company plans
to be fully operational in its new space by this month.
Completed by developer/owner, Alere Property Group in mid-
2012, the newly constructed property includes approximately 2k
square feet of office space and is situated on 30 acres of land. The
state-of-the-art building features 32' clear heights, ESFR (Early
Suppression, Fast Response) sprinklers, and high-profile I-15
Freeway visibility. The space will be used for HauteLook’s invento-
ry storage, fulfillment and returns processing. “There is a growing
trend within the County of San Bernardino for major retail brands
and e-commerce companies to expand their operations, taking advan-
tage of our quality stock of industrial real estate and in some cases
building new, high quality developments,” said Kelly Reenders, eco-
nomic development agency administrator, County of San Bernardino.
“Our focus is to bring new companies here as well as work closely
with existing firms to provide them with the resources to help them
to thrive, add to their workforce and further build upon their suc-
cess.” In addition to HauteLook, Amazon.com moved into a 950k-
square-foot warehouse late last year and is planning on adding anoth-
er 515k square feet to its facility. Some of the other significant relo-
cations and expansions in the County include Trident Case, BMW,
MCS Industries and Lollicup USA, Inc., among many others.
CBRE LANDS MARKETING ASSIGNMENT FOR THE
RIVER IN RANCHO MIRAGE
Grosvenor Fund Management Inc. has awarded the marketing
assignment for The River, a 227k-square-foot premier lifestyle and
entertainment center in Rancho Mirage, to CBRE. Senior Vice
President Jim Crocenzi, Associate Marco Rossetti, and Associate
Annika Riphagen will serve as the leasing team for the high-profile
center, and will work closely with the CBRE Property Management
team that has been managing the asset since the ownership acquired
the property in 2007.
Beginning immediately, Rossetti will be based at The River,
working at the on-site management office in order to enhance collab-
oration with the management team and assist prospective tenants
touring the property. “The River is the dominant center in the
Coachella Valley for dining and entertainment, but it also offers a
unique shopping experience and a complimentary mix of personal
services. Over the next few months, we will be remerchandising the
center to further improve the overall shopping experience, working in
close coordination with the ownership and property management
team,” said Rossetti. Located off Highway 111 and in the center of
Coachella Valley, the center features a 1.7 million gallon “river”
water feature, extensive landscaping and parking for up to 1,700
vehicles. Anchors include a 15-screen stadium-style Century Theatre
cinema; seven full-serve restaurants including Cheesecake Factory,
P.F. Chang’s, Yard House and Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse; and
Forever 21. There are more than 1,900 hotel rooms nearby, including
the Ritz Carlton and Westin Mission Hills.
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 26
www.thrivent .com/plg/inland-
empire. 
Facebook: www.facebook.com-
/BillCortusThriventFinancial CA Insurance ID #0D96803 
About Thrivent Financial 
Thrivent Financial is a not-for-profit, Fortune 500 financial serv-
ices membership organization helping approximately 2.5 million
members achieve financial security and give back to their communi-
ties. Thrivent Financial and its affiliates offer a broad range of finan-
cial products and services. As a not-for-profit organization, Thrivent
Financial creates and supports national outreach programs and
activities that help congregations, schools, charitable organizations
and individuals in need. For more information, visit Thrivent.com.
Also, you can find us on Facebook and Twitter. 
Graduates...
continued from pg. 20
Empire office. Dan Ryan has more
than 30 years of insurance experi-
ence. Contact Dan at 909-456-8933
or by email at dryan@edgewoodins.com. Kevin B. McDonald,
CHPSE is president of Noloki HealthCare Information Technology
and Compliance and EVP at Alvaka Networks. Alvaka is a recog-
nized market leader and pioneering information technology managed
services provider. He can be reached at 714-793-3191 or by email at
kevin@noloki.com.
David J. McNeil, Associate in Risk Management (ARM) is a vice
president at EPIC. David has 25 years of experience specializing in
cyber-exposures for technology, manufacturing and water infrastruc-
ture segments. Contact David at 714-856-4221 or dmcneil@edge-
woodins.com.
About EPIC
EPIC is the 7th largest broker based in the U.S. West, EPIC has
more than 300 team members operating from 10 offices across
California. With more than $80 million in revenues, EPIC ranks
among the top 40 retail insurance brokers in the United States. For
additional information, please visit www.edgewoodins.com.
Cyber War...
continued from pg. 23
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N E W B U S I N E S S County of San Bernardino
A. PINE INVESTMENTS,
LLC
1769 VALLEY FALLS AVE.
REDALNDS, CA 92374
A-ONE AUTO CENTER
333 S WATERMAN AVE. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
ALL STAR PRODUCTS
375 HERVEY AVE. 
UPLAND, CA 91786
APPLE VALLEY
CONFERENCE & EVENT
CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
APPLE VALLEY CONFER-
ENCE CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
APPLE VALLEY MUSEUM
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
APPLE VALLEY
VICTORVILLE 
CONFERENCE & EVENT
CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
ARROWPARK APART-
MENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
BEARY BASICS
2 N CENTRAL AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
CASA DEL SOL
APARTMENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
CERRITOS AUTO 
COLLISION
14543 HESPERIA RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
CHINO HILLS
FOURSQUARE CHURCH
15558 AVERY ST.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
CM11 SOCCER
1305 DORIAN CT. 
UPLAND, CA 91786
DA LIST INC
1249 EDWARDS ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92376
DAFNA VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
DAVY DONUTS
9469 CENTRAL AVE.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
DEL ROSA PALMS 
APARTMENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
DSA TRUCKING
1572 HONEYDALE CT.
UPLAND, CA 91786
E.A.F INSURANCE 
SERVICES
202 W. HOLT BLVD.
STE. E 
ONTARIO, CA 91762
ELITE FINANCIAL
202 W. HOLT BLVD.
STE. E 
ONTARIO, CA 91762
EMPIRE OXI FRESH
26862 ROYCE LN.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
ESHLEMAN RACING
10973 CATAWBA AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92337
FLEET MASTERS
1079 W. FOOLTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
FOOT AND UNDER WEAR,
ETC
200 W.FOOTHILL
STE. D-1 
RIALTO, CA 92376
FREEWORLD DRESSOUTS
11650 CHERRY AVE.
STE. 7F 
FONTANA, CA 92337
GLITZ & GLAM BY PAM
12347 HORSESHOE CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
HESPERIA CONFERENCE
& EVENT CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
HIGH DESERT
CONFERENCE & EVENT
CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
HIGH DESERT
CONVENTION CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
JENNY SHOES
9773 SIERRA AVE.
STE. A-10 
FONTANA, CA 92335
JP LANDSCAPING
11652 ROSWELL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
L. SAZO TRUCKING
16843 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. E191 
FONTANA, CA 92335
LEADERS FINANCIAL
9190 SIERRA AVE.
STE. 203 FONTANA, CA
92335
LETICIA & ASSOCIATES
15338 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
LIVING WORD OF CHINO
HILLS
15558 AVERY ST. 
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
LIVE ON THE EDGE
478 MILESTONE AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
MERCURY REALTY CO.
3200 E. GUASTI RD. 
STE. 100 
ONTARIO, CA 91761
MOLLYWOOD 
TOWNHOMES
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
MONTANO PAINTING
1254 WEST J ST. 
STE. A
ONTARIO, CA 91762
MOUNTAIN LIQUOR
503 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786-5016
NEWCARTAG.COM
18957 VAN BUREN BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
OLIT PERFORMANCE
13576 COBALT RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
PINETREE APARTMENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
QUALITY BARBER SHOP
AND BEAUTY
861 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92376
RANCHO VIEW LIQUOR
9255 BASE LINE RD.
STE. R 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
REDLANDS SECURITY
COMPANY
5 1/2 EAST STATE ST. 
REDLANDS, CA 92373
SALLY’S FASHION
265 E. MILL ST. 
STE. M 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
SIMONEE CLOTHING
11650 CHERRY AVE.
STE. 7F 
FONTANA, CA 92337
SKYVIEW APARTMENTS
15494 PALMDALE RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
SUZANN’S FLOWERS
710 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
TEKITRONICS
1255 W COLTON AVE.
STE. 527 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
THE BEAUTY BOX
16785 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. 3 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
THE MONSTORE
5404 S MORENO ST.
STE. A
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
T-T COMPANY
58233 OAKTREE LN.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
THE TEA & COFFEE
EXCHANGE
28200 HIGHWAY 189
STE. S250 
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
TIERA MONA'ES HUMAN
HAIR CO.
2026 N RIVERSIDE AVE.
STE. C128 
RIALTO, CA 92376
UNITED AS ONE
1511 SOMERSET WAY
UPLAND, CA 91784
VAN-GO PAINTING
15033 MUSCATEL ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
VETRO GLASS CO
5315 DELLA AVE. 
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
VICTORVILLE 
AMBASSADOR HOTEL
CONFERENCE & EVENT
CE
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
VICTORVILLE APPLE
VALLEY CONFERENCE &
EVENT CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
VICTORVILLE 
CONFERENCE CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
VICTORVILLE 
CONVENTION CENTER
15494 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
VLM ENTERPRISES, LLC
945 HOSPITAL RD.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
WHITAKER HOME
721 N. EUCLID AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
WILLY’S LANDSCAPING
9233 CALLE VEJAR 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
WINK’S TRUCKING
6878 ETIWANDA AVE. 
ETIWANDA, CA 91739
YOUR NEXT POST CARD
32353 D AVE.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
3PFN
1313 W PORFIRIO ELIAS
WAY COLTON, CA 92324
ALLIED TOWING
9964 BLOOMINGTON AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
APEX COMMERCIAL
SERVICES
15452 HAMPTON CT.
FONTANA, CA 92337
CPA’S WORLD WIDE INC.
524 WUTE DR. 
IRVINE, CA 92612
BARSTOW DENTAL
CENTER
919 E. MAIN ST. 
BARSTOW, CA 92311
BIG GEORGES 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
8195 MADRONA DR.
FONTANA, CA 92335
CAR CASH LOANS
1919 SOUTH LA CIENEGA
BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
CHINO NAILS
5420 PHILADELPHIA ST.
STE. B 
CHINO, CA 91710
CHINUE HAIR STUDIO
483 N. CENTRAL AVE.
SUITE A UPLAND, CA 91786
CUSTOM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES.
7426 CHERRY AVE.
STE. 210135 
FONTANA, CA 92336
DABIGDOGBOWL
1249 EDWARDS ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
DEREK DICKENSON
EVENTS
2931 ENGLISH PL. 
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
DEW RITE
3260 LITTLE MOUNTAIN
DR. 
STE. D 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
DONKEY PUNCH 
BREWERY
310 ALABAMA ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
EXTRA SPACE STORAGE
#8305
14421 BORREGO RD. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
EXTRA SPACE STORAGE
#8306
12474 INDUSTRIAL BLVD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
EXTRA SPACE STORAGE
#8310
875 EAST MILL ST. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
FAMILY BARGAIN 
BOUTIQUE AND MORE
4272 PHELAN RD.
PHELAN, CA 92371
FINE DESIGNS BY
CRAIGER
17344 ECUALYPTUS ST.
STE. B-1 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
FONTANA GENERALS
15979 LOS CEDROS AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
FONTANA JR. REBELS
15979 LOS CEDROS AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
GRIDLINK
5534 OLIVE ST. 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
H S SERVICES
867 N. GRASS VALLEY RD.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
H.O.P.E. RX & INSURANCE
SALES
9267 HAVEN AVE. 
STE. 210 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
I.C.R., INC.
1436. 1 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
ICR SEARCH
14360 ST. ANDREWS DR.
STE. 1 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
ICR STAFFING SERVICES,
INC.
14360 ST. ANDREWS DR.
STE. 1 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
INSIDEOUT-
QUALITY.COM
15528 JOLIET CT. 
FONTANA, CA 92336
JFH HOME IMPROVE-
MENTS
1595 VALLEY FALLS AVE.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
KNOWING IS NOT
ENOUGH (K.I.N.E)
11486 LEATHERLEAF RD.
FONTANA, CA 92337
LAPTOPXCHANGE
9746 CENTRAL AVE. 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
LIFETIME BUILDERS
1017 W. RAINBOW BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
LIN’S MASSAGE
17778 WIKA RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
LOMA LINDA PEDIATRIC
DENTISTRY
25875 BARTON RD.
STE. 101 
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
MANAGEMENT A TO Z
INC
919 E. MAIN ST. 
BARSTOW, CA 92311
MARDI GRAS 
RESTAURANT
201 N. E ST.
STE. 101 B 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92401
METRO OFFICEPLEX, L.P.
188 N EUCLID AVE.
SECOND FLOOR 
UPLAND, CA 91786
MJ TRUCKING
5943 BALDWIN AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
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PACIFICA ENDEAVORS
LLC
29931 ST. ANDREWS DR.
MENIFEE, CA 92584 
INMOTION DESIGN
GROUP
7036 MACKINAW CT.
MIRA LOMA CA 91752 
CONTRERAS FAMILY
CLEANING SERVICES
2602 TWINLEAF LN.
CORONA CA 92881 
JEWELRY AND COIN
44535 BEDFORD CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592 
BENEDICTO PRODUCE
571 CRANE ST. 
STE. B
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530 
MENIFEE TIRES AND
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
26920 NEWPORT RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92584 
R&E 1 STOP INSURANCE
& PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
2131 N PERRIS BLVD.
STE. C-3-A
PERRIS, CA 92571 
ROOM TO DANCE
3485 UNIVERSITY AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 
VALLEY GOLD & COIN
30951 HANOVER LN. 
STE. 1608
MENIFEE, CA 92584
VINEYARD HOMECARE
41041 VINTAGE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92591 
PREMIUM WASH 
SYSTEMS
1433 LINDEN ST.
STE. L
RIVERSIDE CA 92507 
JOE RIVERA REALTY
6754 MONTCLAIR DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 
PONDO BAR & GRILL
27126 SHADEL RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92586 
ITS ALL ABOUT U....
MASSAGES BY ME
5675 TROTH ST.
MIRA LOMA CA 91752 
YAYA’S FISH TACOS
36671 LONGBRANCH AVE.
MURRIETA, CA 92563 
YAYA’S RESTAURANT
36671 LONGBRANCH AVE.
MURRIETA, CA 92563 
DREAM WORKS 
CONSTRUCTION
2974 CODY CT.
RIVERSIDE CA 92503 
MEMORABLE NIGHTS
4703 MINNIER AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505 
ROOFTOP BARBEQUE
29381 OWL CREEK CT.
MENIFEE, CA 92584 
DIOENOS DESIGNS
25077 RIDGEMOOR RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92586 
D’S DESIGNS
25077 RIDGEMOOR RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92586
WETINK CUSTOM
SCREEN PRINTING
549 GRECO CT.
STE. H
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
RAW COOKIE NIRVANA
20809 BRADLEY WAY
SUN CITY CA 92586 
FED-CHEK
41571 CORNING PL.
STE.105
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
COMMERCIAL CREWS
41571 CORNING PL.
STE. 105
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
VIP WIRELESS OF
RIVERSIDE
1788 UNIVERSITY AVE.
STE. 108
RIVERSIDE CA 92507 
SOCAL
SUPERCONDUCTOR
256 SOLANA ST.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92582 
DESERT ELDER LAW
CENTER
44-750 VILLAGE CT.
PALM DESERT CA 92260 
TEMECULA BLAZE
29738 VALLE VERDE
TEMECULA CA 92591 
ACE 1 FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER 
SERVICE INC.
765 S. SAN JACINTO
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583 
ABRASIVES, INC.
873 W. 4TH ST.
STE. D
BEAUMONT, CA 92223 
INLAND HOMES
23396 MOUNTAIN SONG
LOOP
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
CIEL BIJOU BOUTIQUE
13680 ESTELLE ST.
CORONA, CA 92879 
VALLE VISTA LIQUORS
INC.
44023 E. FLORIDA AVE.
HEMET, CA 92544 
BELLA DOORS
13308 RUNNING DEER RD.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92553 
MICKEYS LIQUOR
44161 E. FLORIDA AVE.
HEMET, CA 92544 
DE LUZ FARMS & 
NURSERY
22250 CORTE BONITA
TEMECULA, CA 92590 
D.L.C. CONTRACTORS
25483 MORNING DOVE
WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551 
ELITE INVESTMENTS
3625 BANBURY DR. 
STE. 16E
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505 
AQUAHILLS
3433 REVERE RD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 
POLARIS HOMES
5201 WAINWRIGHT CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507 
SPACIFIC ESTHETIC 
STUDIO
41830 SIXTH ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590 
B.A.B.E
21535 PALOMAR ST.
STE. D
WILDOMAR, CA 92595 
BEST AT BEAUTY
ENHANCEMENT
21535 PALOMAR ST.
STE. D
WILDOMAR, CA 92595 
BLING THINGS AND
MORE
31971 WHITETAIL LN.
TEMECULA, CA 92592 
MOD5 ENGINEERING
13091 WILD SAGE LN.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
HOUSE HUNTERS 
REALTY
42205 SAGEWOOD ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
PLATINUM PLUMBING CA
31324 EMPEROR DR.
CANYON LAKE, CA 92587 
AGAPE MEDICAL
MANAGEMENT
3763 ARLINGTON AVE.
STE. 201
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506 
BAYOU BLISS
10959 MAGNOLIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505 
A CUT ABOVE LAWN &
LANDSCAPE
30148 MAUROUX CT.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
HOT SPRING SPAS OF
PALM DESERT
41905 BOARDWALK
STE. P & Q
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
UNITED STATES BBQS
41905 BOARDWALK
STE. P & Q
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
UNITED STATES BBQS
SPAS & FIREPLACES
41905 BOARDWALK
STE. P & Q
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
UNITED STATES HOT
TUBS
41905 BOARDWALK
STE. P & Q
PALM DESERT, CA 92211
DESERT SUPER SITTERS
291 E. MEL AVE.
STE. 312
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262 
MACROE INDUSTRIES
267 SANTA BARBARA CIR.
PALM DESERT CA 92260 
VANITY HAIR SALON
80-120 HWY 111 
STE. 2
INDIO, CA 92201
VANITY HAIR SALON
80-120 HWY 111 
STE. 2
INDIO, CA 92201 
SINFUILICIOUS 
BODYCARE
114 N. PALM CANYON DR.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262 
LOCK DOCTOR
611 S PALM CANYON DR.
STE. 7
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264 
WHITE SANDS 
MANAGEMENT & REAL
ESTATE
50855 WASHINGTON ST.
STE. B
LA QUINTA, CA 92253 
SHELBYDEANS 
CHARACTER RENTALS
48123 JILLIAN CT.
INDIO, CA 92201 
SHELBYDEANS 
CHARACTER RENTALS
48123 JILLIAN CT.
INDIO, CA 92201 
RAIN FOREST FLORAL
COMPANY
82900 AVE.
STE. 42 G109
INDIO, CA 92203 
ONE STOP HAULING &
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
15570 SPRUCE TREE WAY
FONTANA, CA 92336
DESERT CENTERFIRE
ARMS
73-605 DINAH SHORE DR.
STE. 1320
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
CENTERFIRE ARMS IN
THE HIGH DESERT
73-605 DINAH SHORE DR. 
STE. 1320
PALM DESERT, CA 92211 
DOUG THE PLUMBER
73-880 SHADOW LAKE DR.
PALM DESERT, CA 92260 
PALMSPRINGSOUTFIT-
TERS.COM
1775 E. RAMON RD.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264 
SOCIAL MEDIA
SOLUTIONZ
1526 LAKEVIEW ST.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223 
HAMBURGER LADY
7707 BOLTON AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 
TECHNE HOME 
PERFORMANCE
44306 MESQUITE DR.
INDIAN WELLS, CA 92210 
ROYAL CROWN 
ELECTRIC COMPANY
26650 FAIRWAY DR.
IDYLLWILD, CA 92549 
IDYLLWILD ALARM 
COMPANY
26650 FAIRWAY DR.
IDYLLWILD, CA 92549 
MENIFEE COLLISION
CENTER
27793 JACKSON AVE.
MENIFEE, CA 92585 
MORE POWER
19960 CALLE LOBITO
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
SANBEES
6507 AVENUE JUAN DIAZ
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
P AND P WORLD
25275 HYATT AVE.
HEMET, CA 92545 
PRETTY PUNCHY
25275 HYATT AVE.
HEMET, CA 92545 
BOARD-N-BEHAVE
32531 COX RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92586
PARKWAY
INTERNATIONAL
6610 ACEY ST.
CORONA, CA 92880 
NAMEBRANDBUY.COM
9227 NEWBRIDGE DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508 
HOBBYTOWN USA
27452 JEFFERSON AVE.
STE. 7B
TEMECULA, CA 92590 
IDYLLWILD HERBALS
53078 MOUNTAIN VIEW DR.
IDYLLWILD, CA 92549 
MEXICAN HAT CACTUS
NURSERY
11152 PALM TERRACE LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505 
SOUTHERN A/C & 
HEATING
26490 ELDER AVE.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555 
TAPIA’S CLEAN
10734 BRODERICK DR.
RIVERSIDE CA 92505
B & J SNACKS AND 
BEVERAGES
13011 NORDLAND DR.
EASTVALE, CA 92880 
VICTORIOUS PANES 
WINDOW WASHING
635 MONTECITO AVE. 
STE. 3
HEMET, CA 92543, 
SAN MARINO REALTY
7121 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
STE. N
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 
VDO ENTERTAINMENT
4612 ROCKINGHAM LP
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
ARCCOP
3500 CANYON CREST DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92521 
ASSOCIATION OF
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
CHIEFS OF POLICE
3500 CANYON CREST DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92521 
MEDIVAN 
TRANSPORTATION
34521 THE FARM RD.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595 
BARBAR AND BEAUTY
SALON # 2
3792 ARLINGTON AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506 
HEAVENSCENT THRIFT
STORE
1355 ALESSANDRO BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508 
HOPE 'N MOTION
3705 EVEREST AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
IPDC CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES
30611 MEADOW LARK DR.
CANYON LAKE, CA 92587 
SUBWAY #49603
34041 DATE PALM DR. 
STE. A
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234 
AYALA’S WELDING AND
STEEL SUPPLYS
87425 AIRPORT BLVD
THERMAL, CA 92274 
AYALA'S WELDING AND
STEEL SUPPLYS
87425 AIRPORT BLVD.
THERMAL CA 92274 
LITTLE SPROUTS 
NURSERY & DAYCARE
29068 BOULDER CREST
WAY
MENIFEE, CA 92584
INLAND EMPIRE SPINAL
DECOMPRESSION 
CENTER
535 W 9TH ST.
CORONA, CA 92882
JOSE VAZQUEZ 
TRUCKING
14679 WALTERS ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
N E W B U S I N E S S County of Riverside
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immediate and rapid transporta-
tion that a ground carrier can’t
provide, and your pickup loca-
tion is either: 1) hard to get to by ground transportation; or 2)
long distances or heavy traffic could keep you from getting
care quickly. 
Non-emergency ambulance transportation may be covered
when you need it to diagnose or treat your condition and any
other mode of transportation could endanger your health.
In some cases, Medicare covers limited non-emergency
ambulance transportation if you have a statement from your
doctor or other care provider stating that ambulance transporta-
tion is necessary due to your medical condition.
For example, Medicare may cover a non-emergency ambu-
lance for people confined to bed if other types of transport
could endanger their health. If the ambulance company
believes Medicare may not pay for non-emergency service
because it isn’t medically necessary or reasonable, they must
give you an Advance Beneficiary Notice (ABN).
The ABN has option boxes that allow you to choose
whether you want the service and explains your responsibility
to pay for it. If you indicate that you’ll pay for the service and
sign the ABN, you’re responsible for paying if Medicare does-
n’t. You may be asked to pay at the time of service. If you’re in
a situation that requires an ambulance company to give you an
ABN and you refuse to sign it, the company will decide
whether to take you by ambulance.
If the company decides to send you in an ambulance even
though you refused to sign, you may still be responsible for
paying for the trip if Medicare doesn’t pay. You won’t be asked
to sign an ABN in an emergency situation.
You can appeal if Medicare doesn’t pay for the ambulance
trip and you believe it should have.
If Medicare covers your trip, it will pay 80% of the
Medicare-approved amount after you’ve met the Part B
deductible ($147 in 2013). You pay the remaining 20%.
How do you know if Medicare didn’t pay for your ambu-
lance? You’ll get a Medicare Summary Notice explaining why
Medicare didn’t pay.
David Sayen is Medicare’s regional administrator for
Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii, and the Pacific
Territories. You can always get answers to your Medicare
questions by calling 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227).
How Medicare...
continued from pg. 8
Banks in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Total Assets, 2nd Quarter Data 2013continued from page. 23
Bank Name Tangible Assets $ % Tangible Capital % Tangible Capital % Risk Based Income $ Top Executive/Title
Address (Headquarters) % Change ( R.O.A.E.) Ratio Capital Ratio Address (I.E.) if different
City, State, Zip City, State, Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Commerce National Bank 235,610,000 1.42% 12.38% 19.79% 105,000 Mark E. Simmons/President & CEO
27. 4040 MacArthur Blvd., Ste.100 -11.76% 279 E. Orangethorpe Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92660 Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 451-8650/578-6727
www.commercenatbank.com
Inland Community Bank, N.A. 212,292,000 5.13% 13.38% 18.40% 363,000 James S. Cooper
28. 3999 E. Inland Empire Blvd. 12.91% President & CEO
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 481-8706/481-9928
www.icbbank.com
Pacific Premier 210,859,000 -197.73% 1.49% 3.09% 10,008,000 Steve Gardner
29. 1711 E. Palm Canyon Dr. -17.80% CEO
Palm Springs, CA 92264 (760) 325-4442/325-1138
www.ppbi.com
First National Bank of California 147,636,000 -4.05% 12.89% 23.22% 200,000 Jeffrey M. Watson
30. 3727 Arlington Ave. -13.15% President, CEO
Riverside, CA 92506 (951) 788-2265/788-9683
www.fnbnorcal.com
Desert Commercial Bank 146,996,000 -11.52% 9.64% 13.88% 414,000 Tony J. Swartz
31. 44-801 Village Ct. 17.29% Chief Executive Officer
Palm Desert, CA 92260 (760) 340-7595/340-7599
www.desertbanking.com
First Mountain Bank 137,162,000 21.65% 8.73% 13.95% 635,000 John G. Briner
32. 40865 Big Bear Blvd. -16.73% Chairman & CEO
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 (909) 866-5861/866-9247
www.firstmountainbank.com
Premier Service Bank 129,002,000 -0.79% 8.57% 16.33% 22,000 Karry L. Pendergast
33. 3637 Arlington Ave. -7.20% President & CEO
Riverside, CA 92506 (951) 274-2400/274-2410
www.premierservicebank.com
Palm Desert National Bank 125,754,000 -266.93% 1.64% 3.61% 4,430,000 Richard D. Schneider
34. 73-745 El Paso -1.54% Chief Executive Officer
Palm Desert, CA 92260 (760) 340-1145/340-1387
www.pdnb.com
Chino Commercial Bank, N.A. 116,993,000 10.28% 10.10% 17.62% 300,000 Dann H. Bowman
35. 1551 S. Grove Ave. -12.87% President & CEO
Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 230-7600/230-5595
www.chinocommercialbank.com
Mission Oaks National Bank 99,314,000 -2.97% 9.54% 13.78% 71,000 Gary W. Deems
36. 41530 Enterprise Cir. -21.20% President & CEO
Temecula, CA 92590 (951) 719-1200/719-1201
www.missionoaksbank.com
Golden State Bank 81,386,000 -18.01% 5.62% 8.50% 212,000 Thomas Byington
37. 1080 W. Foothill Blvd. -20.33% President & CEO
Upland, CA 91786 (909) 981-8000/579-6369
www.goldenstatebusinessbank.com.com
Commerce Bank of Temecula Valley 50,346,000 -15.67% 17.31% 21.02% 349,000 Donald W. Murray
38. 25220 Hancock Ave. -3.15% President & CEO
Murrieta, CA 92562 (951) 973-7400/973-7401
www.commercebanktv.com
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Michael R. Natzic with Crowell, Weedon & Co. / SNL Securities. Copyright 2013 by IEBJ.
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COMPUTER COLUMN
Another iPhone is Coming Your Way
By J. Allen Leinberger
(With material culled from CNN)
There was a time when the
great computer war was
between Microsoft and Apple.
Apple at that time was seen as
the young upstart, a toy, with
insufficient programming avail-
able to be of any use. 
Welcome to the 21st centu-
ry. Today the big war is
between Apple and its Korean
counterpart, Samsung. Apple
is unveiling the latest version of
its iPhone this month. This
news comes from All Things D,
the Wall Street Journal-affiliat-
ed tech blog that has a solid
track record for reporting inside
Apple information. 
Likely to be called either
the iPhone 6 or iPhone 5S, the
phone's release date would fit
the schedule Apple has estab-
lished since the first iPhone was
released in 2007.
The upcoming Apple event
will come at a unique time for
the tech giant, which has domi-
nated the smartphone and tablet
markets for almost as long as
they have existed. Android-
based phones like Samsung's
Galaxy S4 have put a dent in
iPhone sales, while some critics
have said the latest updates to
the iPhone and iPad lack signif-
icant innovation.
The new iPhone will run
iOS 7, the latest version of
Apple's mobile operating sys-
tem, which includes new typog-
raphy, redesigned icons and a
new color palette. The Inland
Empire Business Journal
reported on that just last month.
Here’s a roundup of some of
the speculation swirling around
the next iPhone. As always with
such things, take it all with a
grain of salt. Leaks along
Apple's supply line have
become more frequent, but that
doesn't mean all of them turn
out to be accurate.
• The new phone will
likely be the iPhone 5S and
keep the same design as the cur-
rent iPhone 5. The iPhone 4 was
followed by the 4S, which
maintained the same form. 
• The company will also
roll out a cheaper version of the
iPhone, largely for sale in
emerging markets. Reuters
reported that it will cost $99
and come in five or six different
colors. It may or may not be
called the iPhone 5C. Apple
Senior Vice President Phil
Schiller has tossed cold water
on this idea, though Apple is
known for misdirection in
advance of new product releas-
es.
• Since there will be a
cheaper iPhone, Apple will dis-
continue production of older
models.
• There will be at least
one larger iPhone model, with a
4.7-inch screen, a 5.7-inch
screen, or both to compete with
big-screen rivals from
Samsung, HTC and other mak-
ers. 
• The new phone will
have a fingerprint scanner for
added security and other uses.
(Again, you heard this first here
in the pages of the Business
Journal. Look for a retina scan
at some future date.)
continued on page 32
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The Cyber War Against Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
Many small and medium-
sized businesses are not aware
that they are at high risk for a
cyber attack. As the economy
improves in the Inland Empire,
it is critical businesses under-
stand and plan for cyber liability
issues. John Sileo, a profes-
sional identity theft consultant
and speaker, shares on his
Solutions Blog, “Approximately
80 percent of small businesses
that experience a data breach go
bankrupt or suffer severe finan-
cial losses within two years of a
security breach.”
Unfortunately, a common
misconception is that hackers
will not waste their time on a
small business. This belief
means organizations are unpre-
pared for a risk that could
destroy their business. In fact,
according to the Symantec 2012
Internet Security Threat Report,
“In 2012, 50 percent of all tar-
geted attacks were aimed at
businesses with fewer than
2,500 employees. In fact, the
largest growth area for targeted
attacks in 2012 was businesses
with fewer than 250 employees;
31 percent of all attacks targeted
them.”
Why your business is at
risk
When it comes to cyber lia-
bility, there are four types of
companies: Those already
breached; those unaware of a
breach; those about to be
breached; and, those no longer
in business due to a breach. Why
are small and medium-sized
businesses at risk for a breach?
Legally, regulatory burdens
for data protection and breach
notification are significant in
both California and at the feder-
al level. Regulations may allow
individuals to pursue private
action or require millions in
potential fines for a breach.
This means any businesses
with a computer system that
contains personnel and client
information is at risk of a multi-
million dollar lawsuit or fines.
The vast majority of small and
medium-sized businesses hold
data classified by the govern-
ment regulations as personally
identifiable information (PII)
and protected health informa-
tion (PHI). PII and PHI are reg-
ulated under a variety of state
and federal data privacy and
breach notification laws. 
The Ponemon Institute’s
2011 notes in their seventh
annual study concerning the cost
of data breach incidents for
U.S.-based companies that the
average cost of a breach was 5.5
million dollars. The report also
states, “Negligent insiders are
the top cause of data breaches
while malicious attacks are 25
percent more costly than other
types.”
At an average breach cost of
$5.5 million, the risk is high,
especially because data classi-
fied as PII or PHI is more far-
reaching than ever. Threats
now extend beyond basic mal-
ware. Hackers are able to gath-
er information on nearly every
aspect of an employee’s life
continued on page 23
